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INTRODUCTION 

Our Problem, .s the title informs one, is to dis~ 

eover, if possible, who is responsible for the New Testament 

Letter to the Hebrews; 2nd if we are not able to :rrive ot 

any definite and conclusive conclusion, to set forth such 

theorics .s we find and to give 2s mny of their arguments 

aB Le are able. 

To accomplish our task we have divided our work into 

thr o ports. The first takes up the Fauline theory of 

authorship and is, therefore, the lengthiest oz the threee 

The seeond trente all other proposed authors save Barnabas 

and Apollos who later become the topic of discussion in 

tho thicd and 1st chaptcre 

It is with deen anpreeiation for the aid renderei us 

by our adviser, Dre .rndt, smd our reader, Dr. Jaetch, 

and especially for the divine assistance granted in anewer 

to our prayers, tht ve commend our efforts to the re:dere



  

CHAPTER I 

WAS IT PAUL ? 

The critics of the Early Church, Last and West, 

after three centuries, finally arrived at the conclusion that 

Paul was the author of this Epistle. And for many years it 

was sO accepted, but then, in the days of the Reformation, 

scepticism broke loose once more until today there are few 

who will unconditionally accept the Pauline theory of author- 

ship. 

fhe pro and con arguments for this Pauline theory 

may well be divided into two sections according to their 

source: Pro and Gon According to Extexnal Data and Pro and 

Gon According to Internal Data. 

PART I 

Pro and Gon According to External Data. 

The testimony of the Church Fathers seeus entirely 

confusing and nonconclusive. Much of it can be taken for either 

sido. 
  

(2) Kendrick, eee Con. the Ep. to the Heb. (Hovey, Alvah, 
Editor, An ine ree Reape pera eee aane N. &., Philadelphia: 
American Baptist rublication Society, Vol. VI) 
Introduction.
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Eastern Church 

(3) 
Pantaenus: According to Eusebius, Clement writes thus: 

"But now, as the elder usad to say, since the Lord, “ 
being the Apostle of the Almighty, was sent to the 
Hebrews, Faul, through modesty, since he had been 
sent to the Gentiles, does not inseribe himself as 
the apostle to the Hebrews, both to give due defer- 
ence to the Lord and because he wrote to the Hebrews 
also out of his abundance, being a preacher and apos- 
tle to the Gentiles." 

As to whether Fantaenus is here giving his 

personal observation, or the consensus of the Alexandrian 

School is difficult to ascertain. ‘The words, "as the elder 

used to say" seam to lean towards a singuler oy jee 
4 

opinion as existing alone in the mind of Fantaenus. 

But whosoever's opinion it expresses, its con- 

tents raise many questions in our mind. Pantaenus here makes 

Paul responsible for the letter and yet he, at the sang tine, 

@ilves us an intimation that there was a doubt existing, if 

not in his own mind, thon in the minds of others. ‘e draw 

this from the apologetical character of the quotation and 

  

(5) Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History, Vol. VI, 14. 
(4) "Ihe blessed presbyter referred to (...) may be concluded 

to have been Pantaenus (Cfr. Kusebius, H. E., Vol. V, 113 
VI, 13) (Stroma tes. i. Par. 41)" Farrar, FW, Inte to the 

Ep. of Paul to the Heb. (Spence, H.D.M., Exell, J-Se, 
Batters, The papel Commentary. New York: Funk & Wagnalis 
Co. s PP. =x e 

"Bleek thinks that the Pantaenus reference gives 
merely a view in the Church of that day as against his 
owm view." Holl, C.B., The Ep. to the Heb. (Lange,J.P., 
Schaff, P., translators and editors, A- Com. on the ae 
Scriptures, Vole VIILZ. New York: Charles Scr ra Oc, 
Teesy,-Kanarick, A.C., trans., Int., pp. 2-10.



we feel safe in saying that there was a genuine doubt in the 

Alexandrian Church or he would not heave spoken thus. 

One must not, however, lean too far to one side, 

since it is also true that Pantsenus does state that Paul 

wrote Hebrews. He livad near Palestine and must, therefore, 

have been acquainted with the prevailing opinion on the sub- 

ject and his testimony may be regarded as a fairly good proof 

aoe in Epistle was gererally accepted as Paul's in that 
5 

region. But still, one can see that a fog still hangs over 

this ipiha elmer hoa is difficult to lift in favor of one 

side or tha other. 

Clement: "And as for the Epistle to the Hebrews, he says in- 
eed that it is Paul's, but that it was written for the 

Hebrews in the Hebraw tongue and that Luke, having care- 
fully translated it, published it for the Greeks; hence, 
as a result of this translation, the same complexion of 
style is found in this Epistle and in the Acts but that 
tha (words) 'Paul, an apostle’ were naturally not pre- 
fixed. For, says he, ‘in writing to the Hebrews who had 
conceived a prejudice arainst him and were suspicious of 
him, he very wisely did not repel them at the beginning 
by putting his name." (7) 

Here again it is impossible to detarmine whether 

Clement gives his own conclusions, drawn from personal compar- 

ison of the Letter to the Hebrews with the other Fauline Let- 

ters, or ta} ae in his circles he found evidence which spoke 
8 

against Paul. 

  

(5) Barnes, Al., Notes on the N.T. (London: Blackie and Son), 
Vol. IX, Int., pp. vVil-xle 

(6) The question of the leck of Pauline greeting will be dealt 
with later; suffice to say that the explanation of Fan- 
taenus is not generally accepted. 

(7) Eusebius, E.H., VI, 14. 
(8) For appreciation of this difficulty, cfr. Bleek, Fr-, 

Einl. in das N.f. (Berlin: George Heimer, 1886), pp-252-280.



Once again we have the unrestricted statement thet 

Paul is the ultimate author, but once again there is a hint of 

doubt in Clement's mind, forcing him to make a clarifying 

statement. The fog still hangs between us and -the past. 

That Luke was the translator of the Hebrew original 

has been ruled out by nearly all the better critics. This 

theory, however, will be dealt with arain in the next chapter. 
f 

{ \ 

\ 
Origen: He gives us the most information concerning our 

problem but he also does not offer sufficient to 

form a definite conclusion. 

"Mat the character of the diction of the Epistle en- 
titled to the Hebrews has not the apostle's rudeness of 
speech, who confessed himself rude in speech, that is, in 
atyle; but that the Epistle is better Greek in the framing 
of its diction, will be admitted by evaryone who is able 
to discern differences of style. But again, on the other 
hand, that the thoughts of the Epistle are admirable, and 
not inferior to the acknowledged writings of the apostle, 
to this also everyone will consent as true who has given 
attention to reading the apostle. 

"But as for myself, if I were to state my ow op- xX 
inion, I should say that the thoughts are the apostle's, 
but that the style and the composition belongs to one who 
called to mind the apostle's teachings and, as it were, 
made short notes of what his master said. If any church, 
therefore, holds this Epistle as Paul's, let it be com- 
mended for this also. For not without reason have the men 
of old time handed it dow as Paul's. But who wrote the 
Epistle, in truth God lmows. Yet the account which has 
reached us (is twofold), some saying that Clement, who 
was bishop of the Romans, wrote the Epistle, others, (9) 
that it was Luke, he who wrote the Gospel and the Acts..." 

“This opinion of Origen's, thus expressed, is of 

peculdar values; not only on account of the early age in which 

he lived, with all the facts that could then be know before 

him, but also because of his competence to form a sound 

  

(9) Eusebius, E. H., VI, 25.



judgment on such a subject; and the fact of his heving been an 

original and somewhat frae Saar Tie to, rather than de- 
10 

tracts from, the value of his verdict." 

For the third tima we find that also Origen, al- 

though he proclains tho Letter to the Hebrews as being Pauline, 

knows of definite doubts and opinions against such a conclue 

sion and therefore is compelled to give up the idea of a 

personal writing, by Paul and, instead, ascribes merely the 

contents Sonne For the first time, however, we have an 

intination as to how great and influential there doubts of 

the arly Church were. 

"Hardly doas one dare derive from the statement ofe: be yale 
tvdo Ue _etty ws [avdey abrnr srepedel ass E the 
atners as one ca accepted Faul as authors; because ~ 

such a conclusion would be for Origen especially with: ref= 
erence to tha East, imnossible; without a doubt Origen had 
only a few sarlier scholars in mind, who accepted the Let- 
ter as Paul's and passed it on as such, as, for, instance, 
Pantaenus and Clement. (12) ‘the expression jo 

y adoas not necessarily, as Hug would have it! refer 
to men of the Apostolic age or as Tholuck would have it, 
at the beginning of the second century. If there had been 
other writers who had emphatically pointed to 7aul as the 
writer, Kusebius, who gathered much of such material, 
would not hava omitted it, but he gives no indication of 
such writers. . 

"Without a doubt, Origen found next to the tradi- 
tion of Paul as the author another which went back to Luke, 
both out of early times and both out of his locality be- 
cause he is writing to the African Church. Now he tries 
to unite the two traditions as Clement did before him." (13) 
  

(10) Farrar, F.We, Op. cite, pp- iiexiii. 
(LL) Derived from a @ translation of Wette, W.M.LD., 

Lehrbuch der hist.-krit. Einl. in die kanonische Buecher 
es ose er : @ orga a Pr; > e 

(12) Weias /Weiss, ).B., Lehrbuch der Kinl. in das N.f. (Berlin: 
Wi. Herts, 1689), p- 7/7 believes s refers to 
Pantaenus and Clement as do practically all others. 

(15) Bleek, op. cit., 664.
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“Origen rapeateadly citas the Epistle as vaul's 

(Da Orat. P27, where Lit 1s coupled to the Rpistie to the 

phesians, in Foann, t.2, three tines citing as Paul's the 

passages: Heb. 1,2; 2,9; P.6 and vi. 16, Poll; in Huner., 

Hom. 1ii. 5; in Mp. ad Rom. vidi. Pol, 1x P.56). In one place 

he refers to the fact that some danied the Npistle to be Paul's, 

and promises to giva elsawhere confutation of their opinion 

(Ep. ed Africanum, 9). tut in his homilies on the Epistie, of 

which extants have been proserved by Eusebius (vi., 25), hae 

shows himself to hava become deeply impressed by the differen- 

ces of style snd he starts a theory as though the thoughts 

were Paul's, cece 

In relation to tha previous testinonies of Fantsenus 

and Clement, Origen's is not nearly as sura (in respect to 

Paul's authorship) and therefore as restricted and limited. He 

does not, it is trve, dispute the original Fauline origin of 

the Letter. His theory is compatible with many otner thaories 

of the time: translatorial, secretarial, ete. His words, "But 

who wrote the Epistla, in truth God kmows" show us unmistaken- 

ly that the Alexandrian School came no where near unanimously 

accepting the authorship of Paul, and we must leave it at that. 

However, “on Origen's testimony have ‘been based the 

defense of Paul's authorship by Semler, Heyer, Cramer, Starr, 

Gelpke, Paulus in Hoidelberg (18355), Catholic Klee, Stein, 

Caussen, Weniee ener Their footing, to say the Least, is 

(14) Salmon, George, A Hist. Int. to the Study of the Books of 
Nef. (London: Jolm Murray, THO4T, p. 416. 

(15) Soll, ope XE} . Be 

PRITZLA EF IV i L LIGRARY 

CONCO! DI, a eS, 

ST. LOUIS, MO, 
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precarious. Ho, the reader must agree, there is no dominating, 

conclusive proof hera pro or con Paul's having been tha writer. 

fhe Early Eastern Church in General: "fhe ancient Alexandrian 

church leaders wore favyor= 

ably inclined towards their church's declaration, but they still 

felt a difficuity in ascribing this Hpistle to Paul, and they 

epreay not to he able to stand upon any definite and sure 

ground." © That setae oro sums up the situation. At least we 

may not say, aa Hug does, "I eannot see how the lata critics 

can attach the authorship to an Alexandrian when right in the 

Alexandrian circles the view was for Faul already at the ond 

of the first century. ‘ho should know if they don't?" 

But the reader might be mora interaated in a faw 

verbatim opinions of the better critics than in an analytic 

synopsis of than. 

"his balief in Paul's authorship was natural. as Faul was 
the supreme letter writer of the early church; but it wes 
far from hbaing unanimous cyven in Alexandria, where the 
beginning of the third century revealed divergent opinions 
(traditions) attributing it te Paul, Clement of Home, or 
Luke; while Origen refuses to connect it with Faul except 
by medium of a Greek adition or (Rom. 16,22) amanuensis. 

"Tha scholars of the Alexandrian Church, where it 
first gained e« canonical position, felt obvious difficul- 
ties in the Pauline authorship which was bound up with its 
claims of canonicity. Origen also felt the discreponcies 
between tha style of Paul and the style of Hebrews." (18) 

  

(16) A free translation of Vette, op. cit., p. 344. 
(17) Hug, Lede, Einl. in die Sonvit bar des N.Y. (Stuttgart 

snd Tuebingen: JG. Cotta ‘schen Buchhandlung, 1821), 
. pe 432. Also a free translation. 

(18) Hoffat, James, op. cit., pp. 420ff. 
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"the testinony of the Church at Alexandria was / 
uniform after tho time of Origen, that it was the pro-~ 
duction of Paul. Indeed thora seansa never to have been 
any doubt about it thera, and from the cormencement it 
was admitted as his production. Tha testimony of the Church 
‘and the school is particularly valuable bacause (a) it was 
near Palestine where the Epistle was probably sent (19); 
{b) Glement particularly had travelled much and would be 
likely to understand the provailing sentiments of the East; 
(c) Alexandria was the seat of tha most celebrated tneo- 
Logical school of the early Christian ages. and those who 
ware at the head of this school would be likely to nave 
eorrect information on a point lika this; and (d) Origen 
is admitted to have been the most learned of the Greek 
Fathers, and his testimony that the sentinents were those 
of Paul may be regarded of peculiar value." (20) 

"The weighty authority of the Alexandrian Fathers, 
Pantsenua, Clement, and Origen, tums, from our point of 
view, rather against the Paulino authorship, when we re- 
flect that 1t was probably because the stamp of Apostolic 
authority was daened necessary by them to its canonical 
validity, and they could give it this authority only by 
assuming that Paul was, at least indirectly, its author. 
Their raasons for denying to the anostle its immediate, and 
so to apeak, Literary authorship, ara weightier than those 
which laad them to bring it within the apostolic circle. 
Within that circle no name but that o* Paul could be 
connected with the Epistle to the Hebrews, and they had 
tha discarnmant co see the wide difference oi’ styie and 
manner hatween this work and the acknowledged writings of 
the apostie." (21) 

Origon's and Clawent's “testimony on this point is 
rather strengthened than weakened by the fact that each 
of them had.a thoory of his ow about the composition of 
the Epistle." (22) 

"Shere appears to be one, and only one, way of ac= 
counting for so guneral an agreenant as to tha suthorship 
of an anonynous letter. It is this. ‘hen the Christians, 
wno had escaped to I'alia befora the siege or Jerusaiem 
found themselves preciuded from returning to the captured 
oity, they would be likely to go and settle, some of them 

  

et Two destination ube cu tee: Le Bone (Our view); 2. Jerusalem. 
20) Barnes, Ai., Op- Gite, p. V ° 

(21) Kendrick, loc. oft. } 
(22) Kay, Int. to Web. (Cook, F.c., editor, The Holy Bible 

w Om. London: John Murray, 1881, Vol. IV); p-4f.
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in Pslestine sand Egypt, others in Syria, and Agia Mqnor 
(cfr. Acta 6,5.93 8, 19, 19-20), carrying with thom their 
copiss of tha Eplstlo,-Wow, after the overthrow of the 
temple, mora precious to them than ever. Their statements 
as to the authorship would of course he accepted every- 
where." (25) 

“.eetha testimony of the Alexandrians may not 
(with Hichhorn, Schuaidt, David Schulz) be referrad back to 
purely hypothetical assumptions; compare Stenlein's Hist. Test- 
imonias of the first four centurles ragarding the author. 

"Es ist hnierhach klar, dass dia Faulinische Abfas- 
sung dues HB auch in der Alexandrinischen Kirche keine 
Gemaindauebarliafarung, sondern nur aina Schuluainumeg war, 
welche ainzelne Genmeinden in guten Glauben angenomen 
hettan." (25) 

The reader may readily sce, from thess faw argu- 

ments, that 1t is an impossible thing to be sure either that Paul 

wrote the Epistia or that ha did not. Critics ara still guessing 

on this evidence with the majority of their guesaas against Paul. 

As long es thay ara not surg as to what the Fethers mew, wa shall 

be forced to runain in doubt and merely add our gugas. 

Later Eastern Church: "That tha sane view (Pauline origin) pre- 

vailed in tha Church of Faiestine, Syria, 

and Asia Hinor, is not questioned (Gusebiua) «" Yes, it is -true, 

from Origen on we find in the Eustern Church a strange but de- 

finite unity of agraement on the Pauline authorship. Gradually 

even there sinks inte obscurity the translation theory. It is 

almost necessary to name hera the most important personages and 

bodies who tastify to this consensus. 

  

(23) Moffat, James, op. cit., p. 420 ff. 
(24) Noli, op. cite, p. O. 
(25) Weiss, Ope Cite, De SZS~ 

(26) Kay, Was, op. cit., p. 40 f. 
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(27) (28) (29) 
Justin "Wartyr, Polycarp and Dionysius (250) give 

evidence in their writings that they believe Paul to be the 

author and the Letter to be ganuine. Fourteen yesrs later the 

Synod of Antiogh (264) coupled passogeas fron. Hebrews with 

passages from Corinthians as though they cann from the sane 
(29) (29) (29) 

author. Cyril, bishop of Jeruselen (286), flexander (312) and 

Jacob, Bishop of Nisibla (525°), TOC i trend, the last 
29 

clting it as from an apostle, presumably from Faul. 

Fusebius of Csesersa, the historian of the era, 

ascribes fourtaan enistlos to Peul (F.H. 141, 3,5). 

"“Lusabius renoatedly refers to it og hin. Yet 
he spealrs of those in the Roran Church who denied its 
Paulina origin and he himself, like Clement of Alexandria, 
regards 1t as a translation from a Hebrew original (H.E. 
iii, $8,25) and he alsewhere olaasifiea 1% among the 
(lisputed works" (&O) 

"He had heard the objection, hed woighed the ob- 
jection and found it¢ wanting..-.the fect which he mentions 
that its genuiness had been disputed by the Church of 
Rome, and that he specifies no other Church, proves that 
it had not buon called in queatbion in the kast.The writers 
here referred to lived in the very country to which the 

’ Epistle was evidontiy sent (S51) and their testinony ts 
uniform snd should sattle the question." (52) 

(33) . (34) 
fhe Council of Laodicia (365), Titus of Bostra 

(371), and Athanasius (575) asorihe it to Paul, Athenasius 

counting 16 among Lountagn apistles of Faul and placing it 
35 

after 2 Thessalonians. -Ephraem Syrus (578), "a disciple of 

  

(27) Salmon, Georze, op. Git., p- 415. Also Barnos, Al., Ope 
cit., pe vii f. 

(28) Salmon, Loc. sit. 
(29) Kendrick, Loc. Git. 
(30) Ibid. 
(31) Barnes altogether too dogmatic as to destination. He 
(32) cannot prove hia phe oey - 
S2) Bernes, Op. Git., pe wii f. 

(33) Kendrick, Loc. cit. 
(34) Ibid. is Shue” 
(35) Kay; op. cit., p. 4 f. 

W
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(36) 
Jacob of moa unhesitantly refers to it as Paul's," 

S 
(Opp. Syriac T. I.), and of him Barnes remarks; 

"Ephraem Syrus, or the Syrian, abundantly 
ascribes the Epistle to Paul. He was the disciple of 
Nisibis, and no man was hetter qualified to inform him- 
self on this point than Fphraem. No man stands desery- 
edly higher in the memory of the Eastern Churches. 
After him all the Syrian Churches acknowledged the 
canonical authority of the Epistle to the Hebrews." (357) 

2 The list oF 30) Pauline adherents continues with 

Basil the Great and his brother, Gregory of Nyssa, Gregory 

Nazeanizen (3587), Didymus (395), Epiphanies (402) in pis ) 
40-41 

tase oas LXIX, Par. 27,595 opp. and III, p. 545 ed.. Noesselt, 

Chrysostom (407), ve pusodones of Massuestia (407) in his 
45- 

Prolog. in Epist. ad Hebr. 

The Arians: Arius put Paul as the author, but many of the Arians 

rajected this opinion; clearly, however, on contro- 

versial grounds only, as can be seen from the declaration of 

Epiphanies (Haeres. 69): and Theodoret who writes in the intro- 

duction to his commentary, "It is no wonder that those affected 

with the Arian malady should rage against the apostolic writings, 

ea the Letter to thea Hebrews from the rast and calling 
45 

it spurious." 
  ae 

(36) Hoffatt, op. clt., p- 420 f. 
a Cc (37) Barnes es Pe vil f£. 

(38) Hug, Op. eit p, 400. Also Sampson, F.S-, A Grit. Com. 
on the Ep. to the Heb. (New York: Robert Carter and prose, 

» Antro. 

(39) Kendrick, loc. cit., contains following four names. 
(40) Delitzach, Re, Con. sum Briefe ean die Hebr. (Leipzig: 

Aoerffling and Franke, Loov),intr. Cir. also Hug, 
Ope Cite, De 438. 

(41) Farrar, e Gite, Po Ve 
(42) Kendrick, Loc. cit. 
(43) Hug, Op. Cit.; Pe 438. 

(44 Farrar loo. cit. 
(45 Farrar, Ope CLte, p. Ve 
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Peshito: The Peshito held the Epistle but did not indicate it 

as being Pauline except for the superscription. It 

put the Letter where our edition See This translation must 

have been made very early since 2 Epistle of Peter and the 2 and 

3 Epistles of Jom are not ee Salmon has mentioned the 

Geitlatyn that the antiquity of this portion has been doubted, 

namely that of the Letter to the Hebrews. He does, however, ad~- 

mit that he does not know whether there is any good authority 

for such doubts. : 

One must cmfess, as he glances over the list, that 

the evidence, at such a first glance, seems somewhat in favor of 

the Pauline origin. But one must still not let himself go orf the 

deep end, for several other considerations come into play here. 

First of all, the reader must consider that all these opinions 

flowed from the early Church Fathers, Pantaenus, Clement, and 

Origen. We have seen how uncertain is their testimony. It seems 

that merely for want of better, the Hast gradually accepted the 

Pauline theory and forgot about objections to it. Leaders would 

be inclined to do this in order not to disturb the faith of their 

flocks. When one remembers the unstable source, then this later 

evidence shrinks in immensity. 

Then there is also the consideration that outside 

of this area, even in the area to which we believe this Letter 

was sent (Rome), 1t is either not kmown aa Pauline, or renounced 

as non-Pauline. 

4dad to this the need of the Fathers for an author 

to lend authority to the letter. This writer, must, therefore, 

be an apostle, and under such conditions we can appreciate the 

eagerness with which they grasped at Paul. 

  

ell Kendrick, loc. cit. 
47) Barnes @ GiGes Pe Ve. 

(48) Kendricks tose cit.
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WESTERN CHURCH 

“Glement of Rome (92-102): During the lifetime of John snd under 

the rule of Domitian (87-96), Clement 

wrote his hpistle to the Corinthians. In it, as Eusebius says. 

he eithar makes verbatim use of passages from the Letter to 

tha Hebrews or he alludes to them. Stuart has arranged in par- 

allel colwms the original Greek of Clement's Epistle and the 

Letter to the (ao jne in the case of seven direct quotations 

and eleven indirect. 

"Glement uses Hebrews (for axample) thus: ‘Who, 
being the brightness of His majesty, is so much greater 
than the angels, as he has by inheritence obtained a more 
excellent name than they. For it is written, Who maketh 
His angels spirits, and His ministers a flame of fire. But 
of His Son, thus saith the Lord: this day have I begotten 
Thee. Ask of me and I will give thee the heathen for 
thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth 
for thy possession. And again he saith to hin, Sit on ny 
right hand until I make thine cnemies thy footstool! 
(Clement, c. 363; Heb. 1,5,4,7,13)" (50) 

E Clement uses the Epistle and seems to value it 

Nee but beyond that we dare not go, for nowhere does he make 

mention of the author. Especially do we dare not suppose that 

he took it to be Paul's handiwork, for the whole subsequent 

evidence of the Wastern Church is against this. Of course, there 

ara no authorities whom we could cit until we get to the end of 

the sacond century or the beginning of the third, but at that 

time none of the Western writers whose opinion we know regarded 
(52) 

the Epistle as Paul's. 

  

(49) Samson, G.W., Homoletic Nagazine, Feb., 1884, p. 280 f. 
(50) Salmon, op. cit., pe 5 
(51) Bleek, ope GLt., Pe G62, a free translation gives this 

ga in full. 3 
(52) Salnon, Ope cites Pe 416.



In this connection Kendrick writes: "Later evidence 

renders it improbable that Clement (100) attributed it to Paul, 

as the canon of Huratori, belonging to the end of the second 

century, reckons thirteen epistles as attributed by the Roman 

Church to Paul, tha Epistle to tha Hebrews being entirely un- 

menbiocea. 

Of what value, than, is Clement's usa of the Epistle? 

For one thing, Clement wrote very early, which fact shows us that 

the Letter to the Hebrews also came from a vary early date. 

But here also lies, if we accept the theory of the 

Konan destination, a tremendous bit of evidence arainst Paul's 

authorship. If tne Letter to the Hebrews was written by raul to a 

congregation near or in Kone, would it not be natural that Clenent 

and the Vestern Church would know about it? The fact that nowhere 

is there a hint of the Pauline origin in the vicinity to which the 

Epistle was sent is significant and must not be lightly shoved 

aside. Its weight is increased, moreover, by the fact that Clement 

must have worked contemporanesously with Paul and become intinately 

acquainted with hin. 

If the reader disagrees with our destination 

theory, however, he still must admit that the absence of a Pauline 

substantiation at the vary least casts strong doubt on his being 

the author. But let us move on with sone discussions of later 

Church history figures. _ . | 

(55) Kendrick, loc. cit.
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Nuratoris Close to the end of the second century, the canon of 

of Nuratori ignores the Letter in its list although 

"he has the Pauline letters and also two others; sd 
Laodicanses and ad Alexandrinus; but the HB which oa(as “a 
Semler, Lichhorn, Hug, Sohleiexrmacher, (uericke, Wieseler, 
Gredner, Volkmor, Koestlin, Hilgenfeld) dare look for in 
ad Alexandrinus (55) is not mentioned. This shows that it 
Was not considered Pauline at the time." (56) 

Haroion: "In the year 140, there came to Rome two marked young 
mene One was the brilliant iaroion, whose father, a disciple 
of Polycarp, a pupil of John, was obliged to axclude his 
son from his. church near Smyrna, because of youthful im- 
propisties; who, exiling himself, sought st liome admission 
into the Christian church, but failing, resolvad on op-~ 
position to its faith. The same year there came to Rome from 
Alexandria a speculative young man named Valentine; and the 
tvo found kindred congenialities of mind and heart. 
HMarcion declared that of the fourteen epistles of St. Paul, 
found as authentic in the Greek original and in the Syriac 
translation, used in the Christian churches at that era, he 
nccapted only ten. The objections to the HB, as Hug has 
shown, wore from the firat substantially the same: that 
Paul had not, aa in other epistlas, prefixed his name to its 
that in 2,1-5, the term ‘us' is in conflict with his de- 
claration that he personally did not raceive his view of 
Gospel truth from the apostles; that in 15,18, he seems to 
have been in affiliation with the Palestine Jews; and that 
the style of thought differs from Paul's in his other 
epistlese" (57) 

Hippolytus (200): "Photius (‘Bibl. Cod., 121) quotes Hip. as 
denying it." (be) 

Irenaeus; "Photius (Bibl. Cod., 252) has preserved a statement 
of Stephen Gobar, a writer of the sixth century, that 

Irenaeus and Hippolytus asserted that the Epistle was ; 
not Paul's. In point of fact wa find very little use of the 
Epistle made in the great work of Irenaeus against heresies. 
There are few coincidences, but we carmot positively 

  

) Delitzsch, op. cit., inte 
) Our opinion’ also. 

Bleek, Op. cite, Pe 665. A free translation. 
Samson, Op. OLte, Pe 280. 

) Farrar, oE Gite, De Vil. Ofr. also Doda, Marcus, Epistle 
0 the Hebraws (Nicoll, W.R-, editor, The Expositor's 

Greek Testament. New York: Hodder and Stauahtens 
Vol. IV, p- sei ff.), Introduction, p. 225. And 
Salnon, Ope olte, pe 417. e
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' pronounce tham to be quotations, and certainly tho Epistle 
is never raferred to as ’aul's. Eusebius says he quoted the 
Epistle in a last work but he still does not say it was 
Paul's (59) "Irenaeus “could hava used it because it 
offered much against gnostica and valentinians." (60) 

Caius, Presbyter at Rome (211-217):..."he mentions only thirteen 
Epistles of the holy apostle, not numboring the Epistle to 
the Hebrews with the rest." (61) "Jerome confirms this and 
gives the date of Zephyrinus under whom Caius wrote (De 
Vir Illustr., ce 56)." (62) rast 

Novatian (250): Delitzsch and Bleek declare that "Novatian, who 
could have used it to good advantage in his battle against 
the reacceptance of the lapsi, does not use it." (65 

“Howaver, Sampson advances this argument: "Its re- 
jection during this period is ascribed to the use which the 
Hontaniats and Hovatians made of Chapter &, 4-8 and chsepter 
10, 26-31 to justify their severe and unpopular rules as 
to the perpetual exciusion of certain classes of backslidera 
from the church. This revelation was rajected by soma through 
Oonposition to the Chiliasts, who parverted its concluding 
chapters to their support." (64) 

Tertullian: "But we have in Tertullian s decisive witness to 
Western opinion. The controversy as to the possibility of 
forgiveness of post-baptismal sin was one which much dis- 
turbed the Church at the beginning of the third century. 
The suspicion then arises thet the opposition to this 

- Epistle may have been prompted solely by the support afforded 
to the rigorest side on this question by the well knowm 
passage in the sixth chapter, which seems to deny in some 
casos, the possibility of repentance and forgiveness. 
But what is remarkable is that Tertullian quotes this pas- 
sage in support of his iiontanist views; yet though his in- 
terest would be to set the authority of the Epistle as Faul's, 
he quotes it as Barnabas" and not as canonical, but only 
as above the level of the ‘Shepherd of Wermas' ‘There is 
extant, ' he says, ‘in the epistle of Barnabas addressed to 
the Hebrews written by a man of such authority that Paul 
has ranked him with himself: ‘I only and Barnabas, have wa 
not power to forbear working?" And certainly this Epistle 
of Barnabas is moro received than that apocryphal Shepherd 
of the adulterers' (De Pudic. 20). This is the language oF 

  

(59) Salmon, loc. cit. Also Farrar, op. cit., p. 4173 and 
Gok ” Gelitzsch and Kendrick. : : 
60) Bleek, op. cit., ne 664. 

(61) Eusebiue- Foie THe, Vi, 20. 
(62) Farrar, loo. cit. 
(63) Bleek, op. Gite, p- 666. Also Delitzsch. 
(G4) Sampson, dc. cit.
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8 man to whom the idea that the Epistle was Paul's does not 
seem to have occurred; and the proof appears to have been 
conclusive that in Tertullian's time the Pauline authorship 
was not acknowledged in the Western Church." (65) 

Cyprian (258): "Also from Cyprian, bishop of Carthage, does it 
-appear that the HB at the middle of the third century in 
the proconsulate of Africa was not accepted as apostolic," 
(66) "for he leaves it unmentioned." (67) He and V. Peta=- 
bionensis seem to know only the letters to the seven 
churchese (48) 

liethodius: (290) "Whether or not Nethodius refers to the writings 
as Paul's is uncertain." (69) 

In the fourth century the non-Pauline opinion con- 

tinues in the writings and expressions of utlers (354), Lucifer 

($54), Victorinus (360), a (360), Optatus tidlevit, Ambrosiaster 

reas Phosbadius Ce Oona of Hippo (3593), Council of 

Carthage (398), and Leo the Great (440-461). The only contrary 

vOice heard up until Jerome and Augustine is that of con Bow 

(597). 

With Jerome and Augustine there comes a rev- 

Olution in the opinion of the 'festern Church. Both were well 

versed in the Greek literature, Jerome having resided for a tine 

in the East. As a consequence neither could ignore the fact that 

the Eastern Church wrote of Hebrews as being the Epistle of Paul. 

  

(65) Salmon, op. cit., p. 418. 
(66) Bleek, e CG e9 Pe 418. 

(67) Kendrick Loc. Git. 
(68) Delitzsch, Loc. oLte 
(69) Wette, e GLte, Pe S46. 

(70) For the next three names cfr. Barnes, op. cite, p. vii f. 
(71) Wette, op. cit., p. 546. Also for the next trio of names. 
(72) Dods, e Gite, Pe 223. 

(73) Delitzsch, Qp. Git., int. 
Cc e (74) Wette, loc.
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Jerome quotes it more often than not as an 

Epistle of i'‘aul without any doubt showing in his designation, 

but at times he uses such phrases as "Paul, or whoever wrote 

the Lpistle to the Hebrews." In his Ep. ad Dardanum (Ep. 129, 

vole 1, p. 965) he says that the Hpistle is received as reul's, 

not only by the churches of the East, but also by all previous 

church writers in tha Greek language, though he adds that many 

thought it to ba the work of Clement and Barnabas. 

Dalen tells us how Augustine was influenced 

by his Greek learning to accept the Pauline theory but it is 

noteworthy how often he quotes the Hpistia nerely as that to 
(77) 

the Hebrews, apparently studiously avoiding to call it Paul's. 

Thus we see that the acceptance of the Letter as 

‘Pauline by the Eastern Uhurch swayed the Western opinion through 

cca) great leaders, Jerome and Augustine, aiso to accept it 
(78 
thus. shan one, therefore, analyzes the historical date, he must 

take this fact irito very serious consideration, for, as Kay 

states: 
"Ynere ean be little doubt that the final settle- 

ment of the question was largely due to the wisdom and can-= 
dor of the two great church teachers, Jerome and Augustine," 
(79) 
  

(75) Jerome: "This is to be naintained, that this epistle, 
which is inscribed to the Hebrews is not only received by 
the churches of the East:as the Apostle Paul's but has been 
in paytitimes by all Ocoident writers in the Greek language, 
although most Latins think that Barnabas or Clement was 
tne author. Still 1% was not rejected by,, all the Latins. 
Some received it aa the: product of Paul.” —--cited by Harnes, 
Ope Cite, DP. vii f. 

("6) Ke St. Augustine, cfr. also De Doctrina Christiena, 11,83 
De Fecoatorum Heritis et Remissione’ 1, 27; De civitate 
Del, xvi, one i 

(77) Salmon, Ope cit., Pe 418-419. 

(78) Farrar, Op. Gite, Pe ixe Bleek, Ope. cit., De 666. 

(79) Kay, Ope Gite, pe 4 f.
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In spite of the decisions of the re of 

Hippo and Carthage that the Letter was canonical, the use of 

it declined in tho rext century. Cassidorus states that in 

the sixth century there was as yet no comuentary ae 

Later the Council of Trent decreed that Heb- 

rews was an Epistle of Paul's and this decree has bound many 

critics to defend the decree of their religion, the Pauline 

theory. Soma, lt is true, have gone against the decree of the 

Gatholic Church and hold their om views. Among these sare Hel- 

larmine, Este, Ludorisus Vives, Cardinal Cajetan, and oes 

¥rom the eleventh century to the Keformation 

faw doubted Faul's suthorship, but then cane ths reformation ~ 

of opinion along this line also and the old arguments flared 

anew. Tha result was tho arising of statements like that of 

“YA SMUG $ . 
‘ tt Church cartainly defines it to be 

Paul's, I wiiningly render my intellect captiva to tha 
obedience of faith; but, as far as my own judgments are 
concerned, it does not seem to me to be his." (85) 

it scams, frou the way the source naterial runs, 

that the more modern the critic, the more he favors another 

view than that for Faul. We think, perhaps, of James Hoffat, 

Goodspeed, etc. Louking back end surveying all the arguments 

made bohind them, these modern scholars decide against Paul. 

  

(80) One might mantion others of lesser importance who held the 
Pauline theory, such as Orosius, !ictoriensis, Lucifer 
Calortanus, V. Afr., and then too one might mantion some of 
the catalogues and ancient HSS which hsve the Letter to 
the Hebrows in its place immediately after 2 Thess.: Codex 
Alex., Vatican, Sinaiticus, Coislinian, Heatly (F46), six 
minuscles, Syrian canon of 400 A.D., Egypt (S. cant.), 
Sahidic Versina (Coptic translation) and the Morgan HS 
(H. 570-571) (9. cent.). Cfr. "The Position of Hebrews in 
the Canon of the N.7.", the Harvard Theological Review, Vol. 
20, April 1966. Sampson, op. oit., int. 

(81) Lenski, op. cit., pe & f. 
(a2) Ibid. : 
(83) Farrar, op. cit., p. x.
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We will first of all again giva the reader 

some excerpts Of verbatin opinions expressed on the histor- 

ical data just presented as they flow from the pans of better 

critics and then we shall look into some of the causes for 

which scholars through the ages have rejected raul. 

"It is therefore, clear ea the sun, that in the Western 
Church the HB was not passed on as being Fauline." (84) 

"there is a connection between Italy and the Letter and 
therefore we are disposed to consider the italian tradition 
as to the authorship with more respect than we should do if 
the Bpistle had baen dispatched from one Eastern city to 
another.” (85) 

"The Pauline authorship was denied also by many in the 
komen Church till ecclesiastical considerations during the 
fourth century brought it into line with the Easterm Church 
where the Epistle had been widely received as Fauling." (86) 

"he Epistle had not tha name of the author. All the 
Epistles of Faul had. As the Epistle was addressed to the 
Hebrews in Falestine, it may not have been known to the 
“estern Church." (987) 

"Such was the state of opinion regarding the Epistle in 
the Latin Church as late as tne time of Eusebius of Caesarea. 
After tha middle of the fourth century the tide turned, 
probably under influence of the Eastern Church. Three African 
synods put the stamp of approval on it as being i‘euline. It 
was approved by the nope as such. Down to the Reformation no 
doubt arose." (88) 

"There are indeed distinguished scholars who, with Span- 
heim (do autore ep. ad Hebr.), Heidelverg, 1659) and ‘etstein, 
suppose that the wantarn Church was actuated by hostility 
towards Hontanists and Novatians (89) who anpesled to chapter 
6,4 asainst the readmission of the lapsi into the Church; 
but even Tertullian mentions indeed this Epistle during, his 
tiontanist period, but knows nothing, apparently, of it 
authorship by Paul." (90) 
  

(84) Fras translation of Delitazsch, op. cit., int. 
(85) Salmon, on. cit., pe 420. 
(86) Hoffat, Op. cit., p. 420 f. 
(87) Barnes, Op. Cite, pe vii f. 
(88) Kendrick, op. cit., int. 
(89) Kay believes Se 
(90) Heil, Ope Cite, Pe oe 
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"Christ v. Hofmann thinks (deutra canonical? in Zeitschrift 
fuer Prot. und Kirche, E11. 1857) that the Gentile Church of the 
West regarded the three Epistles to the Jewish Christians 
(Peter, Jamen, and Habrews) which, in the fragm. de canone 
published by HMuratorl, do not appear among those which the 
Church has stamped witn her approval, as in no way concerning 
them. But, on tha other hand, the Epistle of Jamas was even 
in the Kast an antilagomenon; and, on the other, First Freter 
is cited by Iraneseus, Tertullian, and Gyprian as apostolic 
composition." (91) 

"We saw that the Epistle, which had been recognized aa 
authoritiva at Rome in the first contury, came at a later 
period to ba treated by many as of only secondary value. The 
reason which thay alleged for this was that the Epistis was 
‘not St. Paul's'. ‘he question then is: Shall the positive 
testimony of men, who, knowing St. Faul intimately, were 
qualified to give witness on such a point, be outweigked hy 
the doubts of those who lived aome. hundrad vesrs later, and 
therofore, were not qualified? To allow this would be to 
violate a fundamental rule of evidence.” (92) 

This concludes the arguments derived from the extern= 

aj, avidence and 9 summary may he in piace. in the Eastern Church 

the earliest Fathers doubted the Feuline theory while in the 

Western it was not eccepted at all. In the former it later was 

unquestionably accepted, while in the latter it did not bacome 

sQ until the time of Jerome and Augustine. On this evidence we 

are inclined to stici ‘with the earliest opinion on the helief 

that they should know hetter than anyone. We say we are inclined 

thus, not dogmatically set, Lecause the evidence does not pernit 

this. There is perhars Oniy one statenent we can make with any 

certainty =- the question is still an open matter and no positive 

proof for either alde hes been uncovered. We look thon elsewhere - 

into the internal parts of the Letter, seeking there a proof pro 

Or cOns 

  

(91) Ibid. 
(92) Kay, op. oit., int. p. 4 f.
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PART IT 

Fro and Con According to Internal Evidence. 

In entering upon the quaation of sinilerities 

and dissinilarities of the style and contents of Faul's let- 

ters with the style and contents of the Epistle to the Heb- 

rews, we fully realize that we tread on fiercely controver- 

sial ground. The opinions of tha various critics may run in 

the same groove or thoy may be so far apart, one questions 

whether they Geal with the sare topic. It seems best to us, 

therefore, that we give as many opinions as possible so that 

the reader may GOmpare Our cOnclusions, if any, and evaluate 

then. 

Style: To strike inediately into tha very heart of the style, 

a quotation is presented which tells the essence of 

the conclusion reached in our study far better than we could 

hope to portray it: 

"The style bears almost no similarity to that of 
Paul. - Nothing of tha inpetuousness and abruptness, none 
of his favorite expressions and forms of transitions; but 
moves on in an equable and uniforn flow of quiet majesty. 
In his utmost intensity of emotion the writer is never 
insensible to, and never sacrifices the grace of diction. 
He is a rhetorician, trained in the culture of the schools 
and always writing, as Paul never writes, under the habit- 
ual sway of that culture. Pauli is never a rhetoricians; our 
author is always a rhetorician. Not indeed that aul does 
not, in the grandeur of his thought, and the native maj=- 
asty and grandeur of his diction, often snatch sponten=- 
aously some of the highest graces of art. And not that our 
author, with his soul profoundly penetrated with Christian 
truth, does not uniformly rise above the sphere of the 
mere rnetorician. Yet in his noblest flights he neither 
ean, nor would shake off his habits of rhetorical expres= 
sion and habits which are utterly alien to the mind of the 
Apoatle. Nor, while certainly inferior in finish and grace  
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of style, can we deny to the Apostle on the whole, the 
superlor place as a writer. His lergeness and depth of 
view, his burning evergy, Nis confident and majestic 
tread ainkidst the Alpine heights of divine truth give 
hin os Domosthonian pre-eminence in sacred oratory; and 
his principal apistles stand as perpetual proofs that 
if ne often fea infantile Christians with the miik of 
sacred doctrine, ha was able to utter among the full 
grown and mature a wiadom which the wisdom of this 
workd has nevar transcended nor approached. The ques= 
tion betwsen him and the writer to the Hebrews is not 
One Of ralativa excellence, but of Likeness or un= 
Likeness. And unlike in their native endoments and 
styla of cultura, they certainly are. The one writer 
would certainly nevor hava written the opening verses 
oF the Epistle to the Komans; still less would the 
other have written tha sonorous and rolling perlods or 
the opening of tha Hebrewse" (1) 

Already the early Church Fathers felt tha dif- 

ficulty of ascribing tha languagza and style to Paul. on tnis 

basis also many othcr critics have hesitantly heid to the 

Pavlina theory or unhasitantly dropped it. 

“No other work of the New Testament can he 

cormered to it in ths uajestical stride and swing or language, 

the rnetorical march in precise rhythm. Tha style is more 

oratorical and rhetozical than dialectic, not as spontaneous 

and dmpulsive as the Letier to the Galatians; not aa crude and 

imperialistic as that of Konans; not as impetuous and flowing 

as Bpnesians; its flow of style is calm, of higher freedon, 

and cf quiet uajesty. wa appear to have a treatise before us, 

but the perucating admonition portrays a sermon preached to a 

Well known audience, ani at the close, the sermon wanders 

  

(lL) Kendrick, op. cite, int. 
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through parenthetical lanes (15-22) into the form of a letter. 

This Letter bears no apostle's name anc yet ita contents con=- 

pel one to think of ean apostolic sateat ah 

We have, then, on the one hand, the carefully 

constructed, arrorless, rhetorical style of the Hebrews; and, 

on the other, the often incorract, anakolutha-filled, powerful 

but yat rough and tempestuous (according to the mood of the 

apostle) style of a 

  

(2) Very freq transistion of pelitaach, op. cite, int. 
(3) Barth, ).F., Einl. in des N.f. (Cuertersleh: c. Hertelmann, 

1908), pp. Lk . 
"Saefore all else is tha manner Of spsech, the style, 

the temperament altogether otherwise than in tha Fauline 
Létters..ehbove ali is this ijetter written in the best 
GQrack, most rhythmical classical prose, more so than any 
Other H.W. Letter; while Paul's Hebrew always shines 
through in his writings." - Frae translation of Juelicher, 
Adolf, Einl. in das N.f. (Tuebingen: J.C.B. Hohr, 1921), 
pe 154. W 

"The bare reading of the Epistle suffices to 
convinees us that the Pauline authorship may be set asida 
as incredible. The style is not Faul's and this apostle, 
although using an amanuensis, undoubtedly dictated all 
his letters. The Epistle to the Hebrews reveals a literary 
felicity not found elsewhere in the N.T. The writer is 
master of his words and underatanda perfectly how to 
arrange each clause so that every word shall play its 
full part in conveying with precision the meaning in- 
tended. He knows how to build up his sentences into 
precise paragraphs, each of which cerries the argunont 
one step nearer to its conclusion. In all this he markedly 
and widely differs from tha tempestuousness of Faul. 
Yarrar: "2he writer cites differently from Paul; he writes 
aifferently, ho argues differently; he thinks differently; 
he declains differently; he constructs and connects his 
sontences differently; he builda up his paragraphs on a 
wholly different modal. St. sul is constantly bungling 
two constructions, leaving sentences unfinished, breaking 
dnto personal aliusions, substituting the syllogism of 
passion fo: the syllogism of logic. This writer is never 

 



"herve still remains an argunent of the host 

cOnclusive kind, the styla and character oy its diction, 

Which has no affinity with Faui'’s...Tha divargance is not only 

in words or figures of specoh, it differs in ail feutures." - 

acca “Surthe a tha vocabuiary and style are slike 

Gacisive. the careful syntax, purged of anekoluthe, tha careful 

succession of periods, and the a@iaborate rhetorical construction 

of the whole writing, show no traca of rugged, broken style. ve 

might contrast the auctor ad Hebraeos and Paul, in fact, ea 

Jonson contrasted Dryden and Fope."” 

  

ungranuatical, ha is never irregular, he is never par- 
sOnai, he never struggles for axpression, he never loses 
himself in a parenthesis; ha is never hurried into an ~ 
anekoluthon. iiis style is tha style of a man who thinks 
as well oa writes in Graek; whereas Faul wrote in Greek 
but thoucht in Syrisce" == bods, e Gite, Pe 224. 

“he author is in pemannbla command of the Greek 
-language. lig loves comparisons and parallels. He likes 
to go from the unimportant to the greatest; to usa mich 
allegory..e.tha language is clearer than Paul'a; that was 
seen already by Origen. The writer to the Hebrews ob- 
served a wuch mors exaat word order and he builds his 
periods much nora regularly than feul. 411 in ali he 
uses more dialectics and more rhetoric than Paul" - 
Gregory, Clie, kinl. in das NeT. (Leipzig: Hinrichs’ she 
Buchhandlung, 1 > Pe e fi vary free translation. 

"inet Faul did not write this letter, the con- 
parison of 1% with nis othar latters also shows, in 
point of the whole character, content, style, and lang=- 
uag@ecel lay, thereby, less ernphasis on differances of 
singla expressions, wanner of sveaking, ov constructions, 
as on the construction of the language as 9 whole." - 
Bleck, ope cite, ». 655. & frae translation. 

~~ Whe lenguage, in contrast to Paul's, is pure 
Greek rhetorically and grammatically (Origen already 
decided thus. fiost aurely dogs Schulz, S. 15G f., show 
it. Sevfferth: de epistolee quae dicitur ad Hebreaos, 
indole maxing paculiarl. But they consider too muc 

vidual words and phrasese Better are Bleex, S27 f., 
Gredrer, Par. 200, Schott, and Tholuck.)." - Wette, 
loc. ait., a free translation. 

(4) Kay e Cite, Pe 4 fe 
(5) Hoetes oe “olt., p. 420 £.  



only! - 

But we must, «t tha sana ting, be careful in 

analyalng tha opinions o2? tha onsoe along the Linus of 

languages and stylia. Thera is a probien nee rathas, @ 
6 

tenptaticn to fo sstray which Farrar atatas walls 

"Cha internal evidence of some other actual 
writer than St. Paul doas not rest aolely and principally 
on the nuuhar of worda «ned exprassions in the Hpistle 
which aro not found in Ste Faul's acknowledged writings. 
Disifersneas of this kind may he made too much OF as proof 
of aiffersnt authorsitp 5 thare are a eonsiderable number 
of hapax legomans in some of St. raul's undoubted epistles, 
and aspacially in tha Fastorals, which ara the latest. The 
sama writer may graantly vary hia phrasea and words in 
differant works and different tines, in accordance with 
his train of thought, surrounding influenca and assooint- 
ing books later réad on thé subjects treated. Hence the 
Lists thst havea bean made of vords and nhrasas common to 
this Epistle and St. iuke alone, or to the Epistle and 
St. aul alons, oz found 4n this Epistle and St. Faul's 
own apaaches as racordsd by Luka, are not, whatever treir 
value, important for the main arguuent, the essential 
part oY which is thet tna wnole Greek style of the Ep- 
atla is differant from that of St. Paul's acknowledged 

saretiis - mora Glassicul in its ideas, as weil as more 
finished and rhetorical; and also that tha studied ar- 
rangesiant of tha thoughts and arguments, the systenatic 
pian of the whola work, is unlike the way of writing 
80 chavactoristis of the great anostle.” 

wne might, porhapsa, present nera « few concrete 

examples of the pecul’:,lties of the Letter which critics have 

found definitely to spask arsainst Paul. 

The parentheses, for one, stand as avidence 

afainss tha apostle. Tha paranthases in Hebrewa are not PS 

ate but vhythmaicaliy aonnected, which is not the case with Paul. 

  

(6) Farrar, Op. cite, p- x-xl. Ofr. also Holl, op. cit., 
pe 83 “N3i aE ie is not mxely individual tervs, expressions, 
and references which exhibit a deviation fron those 
familiar to Paul; thare yet (avan with sinilarities of 
doctrine) ssina through i% a thorough independence in 
the modes of coneeption, “in the style of the argunent- 
ation and the diction.” 

(7) Weiss, op. cit., p. 526.
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aff. e 

"“specisily is tha Letter distinguished for 
actual and eoraful, Involvod constructions and for a 
gramvatiaally coxedet use of parentheses; 34 contcins 
econnactad varanthases with avudogis and protosis snd 
with Lone ins sarpoiated paverthuses, which axa, howe vex, 
carefully formed, without once permitting an anakoluthon 
uO CxMap An, Ouffe, 2, 2-4, 4,14,153 9,15,14; and asapacial~ 
ly 7,20-22. and 18, 18-24. In eontraas, Yaul does not always 
follow through on his thoughta corractly and grammasically 
ond often has to return. Paul seldom usas veal parentheses, 
lat alone long ones; rethur he sots into the uadn sent- 
@eness minor ones and often «ives not retuim to the con- 
struction with which he bagun. Cfy. Hom. 5, 12 ££." {&) 

another point on which the author to ths Habrews 

Qiffars with Paul is the introduction of guotations fron the 

Old Testanent. 

"In HeOrgws they ure re inly sat dowa ag auc= 
tations from God: § jo def. ryeeZ 
ond the Lika, wheather 2 11 @.vfos ai 
is axprossly sat forth or wna wer 1G. 2 puisd by & 
context. Thus are such passazes introduced, in which the 
speech of God is in the third person, so that he cannot 
he divactiy saen as the speaker (i, 5.7. Jae 4 ie 7,213 10, 
30); next to this we find twice : deer 

; i (3,'7; 10,15), end a few cry ea Ayer a 8 
TG as ‘direct ste ters: nts of Christ, the Son of God 
(2, 110135 10,5.8 ££). Otkemvise with pauls Hie cites tho 0.7. 
passareas nainly ga speeches or Gods 75 and the 
Like; but yet only in auch pesseges 1% she O. i. 
has God speaking in tha first person (Rom. “9 9 Velbe253 
2 Gor. 6,2.15.17: ial. 3,15), and not otherwise» Hore 
orten Paul mantions the ey writer jor speaker: 80,, 
Goff. 7 in Horana Z deer - Boat ES 

- iis begs. pefsage 
a aans 2 aNaak I ‘tna first person (Kon. 10, 5. 20,21). 
But still more frequently ices Yau Pete the citation 

rom the turas: asa quotation fr on i aoree a tees Cabs. : 

SOL fe atl OF ana Te, the 7pince doaighs tant Pe, 
2 0 te, z Wee w deze: £42 zy 

t J dae Ezz Lbae wT fde LEL and the 1 

- 

(8) Bleek, op. cit., n. 652 Ff. 
(9) Bleek, or. cit., p. G59. 
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On the other hand Salmon states: "His formulae of 

the 0.7. citations are also different from those generally used 

by Paul (introductions--legei, etc.)...but there are exceptions 

which prevent us from pressing this Soh ee: (Eph. 

4,8; 5,14; Kom. 15,10; 2 Cor. 6,23 Gal. 3,16)." 

The quotations themselves offer much better evi- 

dence against the Pauline theory, as Bleek witnesses: 

"Hore clearly does the difference between Paul and 
the author of HB show in the quoting of 0.7. passages: in re- 
lation to the reference to the words of the original and LXX. 
In Hebrews the 0.1. passages are regularly, with one excep- 
tion (10,51: Deut. 52,55) quoted from the LXX, and nostly 
varbatin, especially in the longer passages, so that the 
author probably had his LXX before him; the words of the LXX 
are also kept and ara partly the foundation of the argument, 
even when they deviate more or less from the original. Also 
where, without actual citation, the author brings to mind 

. the content of 0O.T. writings, he uses the expressions of the 
LXx. The author seems, therefore, to have all his knowledge 
of tne Gai from the LXX, since no trace of the original is 
found. (11 

  

(10) Salmon, op. cite, p. 425. 
>, “VariLous forms of citations and their See ees 

, : , 73 nvedee To Error 

          

   

      
    y 

    
         Z OMe dg hl y G3 OES VU % 3 “ZgVe 

HhOSs Ll 7 obbs 11,2.8.26; 14,113 15,5.9.213 

3 2,93 9,9; 10,7; 14,21; 15,45; 2 Cor. 4,15; 
8.10.155 4,223 27,50, or Wurm Ss 7 

Sao deze, ani ewise ° 4,63 
90s D,e00enT$ pOeLvesUs 993 jp La5 Cor. 9,8; 14,21.54. 

Only Ephesians 4,83; 5,14, as in HB; Rom. 15,103 2 Cor. 6,23 
Gal. 3,16 likewise."-ilette, op. cit., p. S48. ree translation. 

(11) Examples of the evidence which points to the LAX original for 
the quotstions in Hebrews is given by Hug, op. cit., p. 442, 
one of which may be presented: "Tha sacrifice of the body, 

   
2 3 9,161 

1 Gor. 1, 19. 31 
8,15; 9 9; Gal. 3 

   

  

    

2 6 Th our zo this one sacrifice instead of all, 
ers to the words of the Psalmist: you 

gave a fe Hebrew text treats, however, not of a body, 
but ssys:-Ears have you borrowed to me, and so all his argument 
concerning an all-sufficient sacrifice was not based on the 
original. It was the Greek text alone that the writer had in 
mind." om Pe 4235.
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Otherwise with Paul. He also cites the 0.f. according to the 
LXX, but not infrequently did he use the Hebrew text, or at 
least, he bettered the LaX translation, or himself trans 
lated it into (ireek without reference to the LXX, especially 
where the translation was. uncertain. Besides this, Paul 
cites more freely and often from memory. 

"(..eFrom the letters of Paul we can see that Paul 
knew the 0.f. passages at loast as well in the Hebrew ag in 
the LxXX3; in the most cases he holds himself only to the lat- 
ter, for in this language he could set the Gospel more plain-~- 
ly before tha Hellenes and Hellenists. But in HB which.is 
written to the Jews, the author could not, in respect to his 
hearers, allow his use of the Hebrew to be slighted as in the 
Other Pauline letters. This evidence is explainable rather 
through the acceptance of another author outside of Paul, who 
is ng® iesatened as Paul in the Hebrew originel of the 
O0.T. 2 

Also to be noted here is tha fact that the writer 

to the Hebrews uses the type of text represented in the Alexan- 

drian Codex of the LXX and Paul usually uses that found in the 

vatinee 

As has been said before, besides these particular 

peculiarities, long lists of words and phrases have been prepared 

by various critics ae and con Paul. Let it suffice to say that 

the burden of the proof, in our opinion, lies against Paul. The 

similarities which sre presented by the critics seam, rather, 

merely to shout that another, an intimate acquaintance of Paul 

who was not only. varsed in the Fauline teachings, but also ac- 

quainted with his writings, has written this Epistle. For the 

sake of the more eritical reader, a few parts of such lists are 

(15) 
presented below. 

  

(12) Bleek, op. cit., p. 658. So also Kendrick, log. cit., 
Barth, Op. cite, pe 115; Weiss, ope Ccit., pe S873 
Gregory; « OClt., pe 74l. 

(13) Weiss, = Gite, DP. 527. Also Bleek. 
(14) Kay, Ope CG ey Pe 4f. 

(15) “Anstatt Ser Forme ln :          e / eg aA \ 
0 5 

O
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It would hardly be fair if we left off hare with- 

out giving some of the theories set forth to explain this dif- 

ferance of style. Salmon urges "that this is a treatise, rether 

  

6,203 7,22; 10,19; 12,2.24; 13,12, oder (5) Yereres 5,6-145 
e yy 5,53 7,15 9,11.14.243 11,26; nur 10,10; pGerks os Xp. 

und 15,20: 6 rue. age Zyeots -*ogrodos VOM Christus S-07 
wr Fa, Jae. 9&5 9V05 eG. (bel Paulus 4/290. )3 

“ Juiperte. tyoUeLhs a kwer, se Dg 2Be ~ susammenge = , 
gee te Z ae 2 7, Z Woerter mit <b ard_» Wie FED WOT S 

pire a ’ 
        

     

    

    

    

  

2 a f 
KS v Ope Gite, Pe De 

Geanausee: Jesus is described in the Second Epistle 
to Timothy (1,10) as Tk Pp) poorre ty zor Glreroz the 
use Of yeresys, in : sense ; ne re culiar o auls 
and iain Tr it Core 5,26 77): Hebrews 2,14 r¢- 
eiyony_)e Paley has noticed a tabit of Faul's to ring changes 
On a word, or to use in the same sentence several times the 
same word or differont forms of it. I.e. 1 Gor. 15,27, 
Vororkee siz tines in five lines. Compare with Hebrews 
3,6 on the samé vorse. J'urther, examples are adduced of sin- 
llarity of construction from tho third singular to the nomin- 
ative plural in the sentence (Heb. 8,5) (774, & & zg9res 

3 ‘otic mcomne Chapt. 10,20 does not agroe With’ the LAX bu 
al te verbat agreement with the citation of the same verse in 
Rom. 12,14. These and othor coincidents with vaul, are more 
than can be attributed to accident: if the writer is not 
Paul, he must have vead some of Faul's Epistias - in partic- 
ular those to the Komans and Corinthians....etce" = Salmon, 
Op. clte Pe 422. ‘ 

: Cfr. also Fausset, A-K-, Int. to the ipistles 
(Jamieson, Fausset, and Brom, A Cormentary on the Old 
Testament and New Zestament. Phil.: J-5. . tanp incots and 
omnpany), De a 

Also Hoffat and Sampson. 

R
B
M
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(16) 
than a letter, and that the polish is therefore natural,” but 

Rowans is also a troutise. “The tone of every letter is-dif~ 

ferent from the others. So here Faul was on SE eae formal 
17 

terms with Palestine end he speaks thus," argues Hug. Fsausset 

believes Faul wrote to the Hebrews as a Hebrew and aye why 
18 

the Letter was accepted as Pauline in the Fastern Church. 

",..s0 in quoting Old Testament Scripture, the writer quotes 

it as a Jew writing to Jews, ‘God spoke to our Fathers,’ not 

"it is written.' so ch. 13,8, ie srunt we have a good con- 
19 

science, is altogether Pauline, etc." 

“Hofnann wollte diese Stilvarschiedenheit daraus 
arklaeren, dass l’'aulus den griechischen gebildeten Juden 
4ntiochiens des Beste biaten wollte, was er bei groester 
sprachlicher Sorgfalt leisten Kennte, und dass er bei dem 
Worten auf Tir. groassere Ruhe zur Abfassung des briefes 
hatte. Als ob er nicht nach kKoem. 1,14 ff. den Koemern 
gegenueber dazu ungleich mehr Anlags und bei seinem 
Winteraufanthalt in Hellas noch mehr gehabt haette." (20) 

"In der That ist diese Abweichung so gross, dass 
die Annahme einer Identitaet der Beiderseitigen Vf. 
geradezu als eine Unmoeglichkeit erscheinen muss. Aller- 
dings zeigt der Stil des HB die HNigenschaften schulmses- 
siger Beredsamkait, ist also nicht bloss das Froduct 
netuerlicher Begabung, sondern auch dea Unterrichts, er 
ist atwas ~<ngelerntes, nicht etwas angebornes, und man 
fXoonnte somit ganeigt sein, zu behaupten, dass, was 
vermochte und dass er: sonit in der Stllart, dis der HB 
zeigt, vieleicht-ebenso gewandt war wie in der, welche 
in seinen Briefen findet." (21) 

In answer to these arguments, we state agdin 

‘that the simLlaritics and dissimilarities in Hebrews with Paul's 

a
e
 

su
o 

  

16) Salmon, op. cite, p- 425. 
17) Hug, op. Gc es Pe 447. 

18) Fousseo. Cp. o1t., p. 37 int. 
19) Fausset, Toc. cit. 

) Weiss, Op. Gilb., pp» 526. 
) Aberle, HM. ve, Einl. in Gas N.f. (Freiberg in Breisgau: 
Herder'sche Verlsgshandiung, 1877), p. 257.



letters point not to Paul as tho common author, but to a companion 
(22) 

and student of Paul's. ‘Then, too, we could add with Bleek: 

“@ha fire of Paul does not permit him to dwell 
on grammar and syntax. It is altogether otherwise in HB, 
which is, anyway, a far mora skillful work and which por- 
trays a far greater reflection and care cast on the style 
from beginning to end than we find in the Fauline letters 
or than we could expect from Paul's character. 

"tna differance also does not let itself be 
explained by a difference in tima or a difference in the 
typo of reader, 9s many have said. For the HB, if it is 
a work of Paul's, must have been written within a range 
of a faw years aftar tna last of his other letters; this 
would not suffice to axplain tha change in the apostie's 
style and consequently his cheracter. The changing of a 
style like that of Paul's letters, to such as is contained 
in 13 is hard to grasp, as it would be in the convorse. 
Impossibie also is it to explain the differance through 
consideration of the tyne of reader. So different are the 
views as to the firat raaders of HB that an argument cannot 
be hold over whether the suthor had born Jawa in mind or 
Hellenists. But why should Faul in just this particular 
letter to such readers use such cara and polish, a much 
greater polish than ha used, «.g-, in tha letters to tha 
native Greck-speaking Corinthians? Thesa letters do not 
gona near HB and ontain no concealmant, as Paul's 
Prsre Ty do (2 Gor. 11,6).. linally, this 

erence does permit explanation by way of accept- 
ting tha opinion of tha Fathors: Faul should have dic- 
tated this Lettar to a wore Graek writor, than his other 
letters. Komans was dicteted and Galatians was written 
by himself, yet there 1s no difference." (235) 

"It muy, indeed, be said thet, when St. Faul set 
hinself to the careful composition of a work which, though 
in epistolary form, was meant as a lasting treatise on 
a greot subject, he would ba likely to depart from his 
usual epistolary form, and that a man of his learning 
and yvarsatile powers would, even hwianiy speaking, ba 
capable of adopting both the language and tha arrangenents 
suitable to his purpose. This consideration would have 
decided weight in tha way of explanetion if there were 
any real valid external evidence or his actually being 
the writer. In thea absence of such the internal evidance 

  

4 22) Bleek e GLte, De 660. 
23) Bleek, cae Gite, Pe G57~



“She 

retains its force, to be felt by the appreciative students 
rather than explained. If any at the present day are 
insensible to this, they msy at any rate, be reminded of 
the impression it has made upon the great scholars and 
theologians of antiquity, as well as of most recent tines. 
On the whole, the right conclusion seaus to be that the 
view of St. Paul having written the Epistle, as it atands 
in the Grosk, is decidadly improbable, though still not 
untenable." (24) 

This re-echoss our sentinents exactly. No one read- 

ing the Epistles of St. Faul and than xveading Hebrews, no matter 

“how lightly, can feil to see the guif betwacn them and nobody 

knowing hunan capabilities and incapabilities can picture o writer 

with tha one atyle being able te cheng to anothcr so naturally 

(and smoothly without any forcecdness apparent. 

Contents: ‘the nex great urena of conflict betwaan the pro- 

Faulists and the con-l’aulists is the arana of the 

thought contained in the Letter. Once again we find sinilarities 

as well as dissimilarities running side by side or in opposite 

directions. 

fhe Letter to tha Hebraws seaks to show a superior— 

ity of the New Testamant over the Old in thet the Ola Covenant is 

but a foreshadow of the real, perfect,and atermal of the New. One 

‘must keep this in wini as ne studies the following arguuents; then 

the various peculiarities and elements wiil fit into a connected 

scheme for the reader; for out of this concept grow the shoots | 

-which are foreign to Paul. 

  

(24) Farrar, Op. Cite, De x-xi. 
(25) "there 15 the same preference for Christianity over Jud- 

—
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a) Tha Goncept of Chriat and His Hedemption: The 
(86) 

Letter stresses one oe eas function of Gnrist, which is absent 
27 

from the Pauline Letters. As the New Yastament is superior to 

  

the Ola, so is Christ set forth as “ahove all the madiators of 

salvation" and all tha servents and orgens of divine revelation. 

Paul links the death of Christ with the sacrificial victim, but 

here 1t¢ is Linked with the fact of priastly intercession. "Paul 

lays stress on what wes accomplished on the cross; here it is leid 

On what; is accomplished in tho heavenly sanctuary of the perfected 

High Priest, who is exhibited hefore us in His entire pe rsonalit 

as a snocrifica which ‘through an eternal Spirit' in perfect manner 

has bean ovfered tea The closest we can come %o such a concept 

in Paul's writings is the germ of tha idea in Ephesians 4, 106 

whare Christ is exalted above tha heavens, and Romans 8,54, 

‘where He is pictured as the intercessor. Nowhere «ces Pauli 

  

aism in this Epistle as is shown by Yaul in his other 
Epistles, and exhibited in the same form: The Gospei 
inparts superior light (Gal. 4,5-93 1 Cor. 14,mU0ce. 
With Nebr. L, io; &,n—tee.echa Gospel holds up superior 
notives and encouragements GO Teas Gal. 2,805 i a=3: 

    

      
Rome 8; 15-17; 9 Ca Le 3 as ae Hebe 9, 9. 214; 12, 

18-243; 8,6-153 The Goapen is 8 per or in romoti r rea 
AND PEEUANENS W Tpre Li Pall : @ Uore 

= 1. o3 Ror. wu saU0s 4, or me eae ne 17; Hab. "12, 16-213 

9, 293 16,4. LL; ..e%ha Jewish dis 1Gnsution was a type and 
shadow of the Christian. COi.e a; = LT $ Ore 1L=63 
Rome Bs 143 r Cor. 15; 45-47 5 2 Cor. S> 13-183;...with 

Heb. 9, 9-14; 10,1; &, 1-9; 9, 22-24. The Christian 
he Jdawish 

2 CG Olle 

4-6; Gai. a”? 21-253.. .with ilebe 8, b-82153 7, 17-193 

10, 1-14."—= Barnes, Ope cite, Be vil fr. 

mes) Name “Wich Priest" posure i? SieaRe 
27) Woffat, op. cit., p. 420 £f. Also Dods, Op. Gite, Pe 226. 

(28) Moll, op. cit., pe 7. 
{29) One more bit of evidence that a student of Faul‘'s wrote 

this Letter. 

rel Lon is des ted to be tual Whi 1a        
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expressly call Him our High Priest; rather, he makes much of 

Christ's kingly state. 

b) The conception of the Law and the Gospel 

are also widely different. 

"Tigre is nothing in the Epistie discordant 
with Pauline doctrine, but its argumnunt movea on diz- 
feront lines and in a different atmosphera fron those 
with which the Apostle to the Gentiles makes us familiar. 
This is most readily discarnad whan we consider the atti- 
tude held by the two suthors respsctlvely to the funda-~ 
mental idea of Jawish religion, the Lav. Peul views the 
liosaic econouy meinly os a iaw conanding and thraaten- 
ing. The writer to the Hebrews views it rather as a vast 
congeries of institutions, observances and promises. To 
the one writer the Law 1s merely judicisl, to the other 
it is ceremonial. To the ardent apirit cr Faul athirat 
for righteousness, the lew with its inpracticable pre- 
ecopts had become a nightmare, the embodiment of all that 
berred eccess to God ard life. The grace of Christianity 
throwing open tha gates cf righteousness was the anti- 
thesis and abolition of the Law. But to this writer, 
brought up in a nora ietitudinarian school and of a 
quieter temperenent, the Law was not this inexorable 
tasknuastar, but rather a system of type and symbol fore- 
shadowing the perfact fellowship with God secured by 
Christianity and revesied in Hin. This writer, unlike 
Yaul, adopts a method and o view more likely to concil- 
iata the Jew, aiming at exhibiting the work of Christ- 

fanity as thet towards which the Law strove, thet with- 
cut Christianity Judaism remains imparfect. Piieiderer 
also holds this vice." (SC) 

ce) In close harmony ere the concepts of feith 
= 

and justification portrayed by the two euthors. "“he Pinay ove 
ee a 

= a a 

of raul bacana in Hebrawa dye ESS fir or ite Bap (Cer7 or 
. oe 

Té devo Yr and the leading religious terns, ‘faith’, ‘grace ‘ 

  

(30) tioll, Loce cite 

(32) "It aces not Iie within the scone of tha Epistle to dwall 
on the universality of the plan of grace, snd on the call- 
ing of the Gentiles. So aiso the resurrection of Christ is 
bUtG Oncaea mentioned, che 15,203 and raul's doctrine of sin 
and grace is but Lightly touched by the mention of ‘de- 
ceitfulness of sin‘, 5,15, 11,25; 12,4; in like manner ny 
doctrine of Heels + G3 and of deliverance dredde ¢27) 
in contrast ge * Yael Jem WMOL1L, OPs Gite,” P-8e
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masa forth have one meaning in Paul and another in the 

Epistle." 

"tne author's intorest, c.g., in Loviticalism 

as a poor and tumporary proviso for the raligioun 76) ¢)wors of 

Christianity, iesds nin to viaw the result of Christ's re- 

deeming dexth as sanctifying Carve Serr }, not as justifying 

(Sree oor d=" Paul thinks of Unrist as the end of tha Lew 

and lays all emphasis on faith. iaturally, thorefore, the tro 

also treut "the works of the law" with two different viaws, 

and yet, views Which arc congruous. (35). 

  

(33) Dods, op. Cite, p. 226. 
(34) This Letter lacks tha personal polemical 

conceptiona and views of raul. It has, however, corrup- 
tions of its own. (Schulz Se 102 fr.) tt ,vacks the real 
difference botween jverss and vo, Fpesas and 7 $ 7705 
in HB and with Paul are two dt Porent eee aa a ae 
the juabifying feitn ( Meary a gli ng ing to, 11,7): nothing 
of (ooo deve i? 773 a 3 nothi of the. 
kingdom oi” Bite: Fe enind ae tee ospel of Christ; no 
authority, aaceptation of the subject of resurraction." 
Free translation of ifette, ope cite, int. Cir. Also 
Horfat. vette goes s bit toc rar in this diagnosis. 

(35) "nen wird auch die typiachen sutungen an die 
Heb., wo das Tabernacla ein Sinnbild des Lirtritts Jesu 
ins Allerhelligate des Hinnels 18%, Heb. 7, 5-63 9,24, 
nicht fremdia finden, wann man Com. 10, den Durchdrang 
durchs arabische Meer ony Vorbiid der Tauf, mages als 

Tvrres wie jenes dort als TT Vie. Tart Yh yD Lywy 
behande1t sieht. 

"Dieser Grundsatz und die aus ihn abgewicke Lten 
Auslagungen sind in den fruehren Briefan des Apostie's 
nur verlohene Zuege, die mohr angezaigt als ausfuehrt 
sind, dic as aber dennoch crweisen, dass die Anscheuungen 
und denen der Brief an dic Heb. so reichhaltig ist, 
achon frueher sich in seinem Gemuethe gebiidet haben, 
derin vorhanden waren, und gerade so aus ihm hervor- 
gegangan sein wuerden, haetten ihm der indzweck zu 
ainex we itughichtigamn Behandlung aufgefordert. 

- "Daulua war, da er die alten Ceremonial-Ein- 
richtungen nur aiso Schattenbilder betrachtete, deren 
keiner ging begnadigend Vuerksamkeit gukommt, nun
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 i : The majority of the critics advance the conclusion 

that the Epistle re Meee during the vaeriod immed- 
36 

dately following Paul's desth. This, of course, vould deal a 

  

Antwort auf dia I'ragzea schuidig, wohar die Vergebune und 
Goettliche Huld erworben warde, und von wuerdigan jien- 
schen der Vorzelt arworben worden sei, wenn im Gesetze 
Kein Hittel dazu vorhanden gewasen ist. Vnne hierueber 
genur au thun, war das vorige inconsistent, und die auf 
Loesung davon gehoert zu einem Gedankensysiiem, ohne 
welche keines sein wuerde. 

"Sie ist ina eigen und von ihm carter vorgetragen 
worden. Hr bahauptet nemlich, dass dieses nicht ein ire 
folg juedischer iis Lig lonshandLungen sei, sondern des , 
Glanbens, tys morewse+e mores bexor sich aul 27, ypedra 
auf soa Ee Io oer an ieaerid ice be woliloemdinar Ansta Teer Zur 
manschlichan Beglueckung, und isis dle Zuversicht und un- 
erschuetterliche Hoffnung, dass sie in Erfuellung gehen 
wordan.e Roam. 4, 16@18.203 Gal. &,5 f. 

"Diese Vorstellung dea Apostles ist eine Grund- 
idee der Schrift an die Heb., waicha eine ansehnlichen 
Theil ihres Tnhalts ausmacht. K. 10,58-12,4, unc sonst 
an vielen Stellen. Wie aie der Apostla anderswo ausgebildet, 
durch Nebenvorstellungen arlaeutert und mit Beweison 
ausgeschnueckt hat, tritt sie in dea Briefe an die Hab. 
auf. Vvaulus gelcmmete sie koen,8,24-26, in einer Umschraib- 
ung also Hoffnung im Gegensa tz Aut das, Was jan sieht , 
und fuehlt, ¢dyvs devout y €« corey zdwisS 6 BAGO 07 
Chad "use. a here on ate feb fotediana schiLd— 
grunge n @ine Definition gusarmengesasst. 11,1. 
qe wy vito Seria et Seer eure Crazy 

Dieser sichers wna nae Paulus einen Vorgug 
ugber dia Genossen jader Religion zu, Je revrelugbe e7’ 
Edazde__; Roam. 5,2. An dia Heb. 5,6, gaweshrt s ous, 
eheniadia ein jo VY pus» walches er _ g qs Eat Jos 
nennt. as _ om 

"Von diesem Hoffnungevolien Vertrauen verstand 
er und der VF. unsevas Briefes die Schriftstaila: der 
Gerechte lebt von Glauben, Gal. 5,2; Heb. 10,38. Densalben 
gu folge geschah es nach heiden, daas Abrahan u. Sarah, 
fuer die Zuegung aratorbene Hanscken, einen Sohn erhielten. 
Roem. 4,19; Gal. 5,73 Heb. 11,12. Sia, diesa grerss, welche 
sich auf die Em erped ce bause, wares, dia sum Feounde 
Gottes vor dem Gdsetze geworden Ist, useseWe 

"So bagGgnan sic sich in eben dem Begriff von 
Giauben, seinar Baziehung eur fya,+e,)sa , sainem 
rechtfartigemden Erfolga, in den sen und Hustern 
zur Bastaetigung der behaupteten Unwuerksankeit des 
Gasetzes und der gesaztlichen Handlungen, und scheiden



powerful blow to the Fauling hynothesis, but somehow ona frets 

the impression that it is not pressed to such an extent that 

it merits. Naturally, it 1s as yet a rere theory, hut s theory 

with solid ground underneath. There are ein who seek to 

fit tha Letter into tha sequence of Paul’s life, but their 

pours ttone have haan strenuously attacked. 

Paul's Imprisonment: From ch. 10,54 some critics have vainly 

sought an indication of Faull, but, as 

Salmon states: “there is cue pessage wnich uned to be auoted 

in confirmation of the I'sulina authorship - words which agres 

with references rede by Paul to his imprisonment in uncontested 

Ephssisns. ut the best erltias now are agrecd that tha reading 

  

sish durin, dass der brief an die Heb. dureh vine Henge 
Belspiala, y£Gos woepryewy Kaemprt, das oTrs an die 
tog. Ue. Gale/nit duarrsn viorten den Gesetze entgagencea~ 
stellt ist, und donZpj0o/s vous, in Briefe an die Hah. 
aber dieser herte Gefénsatz“vermieden und mit Schonung 
Gingewickeit, duss in den anderen Bricfen grores _€¢'s 

"lp rer eyoy tls das einzige iiittel aur sachtrarsigung 
geradeza yerthealdigt: in diesem aber ohne deutlich 
abzuschluessen. hingolegt, und um Lesar als Schluas- 
Yolge arwartet wird. SOriganea het sara sehr richtig 
gysehen, wenn er bahauptet, 7x f sv Megas; denn 
as lLisgen wirklich dieson Luan tee ate Anaichten des 
Apostels, seine Vorstellungen, und nicht atwa einzeine 
Voratellungen, sondern ain ganze Keicha derselhen usber 
einen Gegenstend, sum Grunda."- Hug, on. o1t., p. 427- 

(36) Gfr. Lenski for tho best argurents- Also Bleck, on. cit., 
pe 6723 and Zahn, %., uinl. in des Hef., (leipzig: 
Werner School, 1924), Int. to Hebrews. 

(37) Blok, on. clt., pe S72. Few eee 
7 "“"{a) author was companion and friend of Timothy 

(15,25). Gp. Phil. 2, 19. What is more natural than to 
suppose that; he hed now sent Timothy to rhilippi; that 
during his absancs he wrote this Kpisties; thui ne was 
welting his return. And who would more naturally say 
this than the apostia Paul?’ = the companion and friend 
of Timothy? ...() ch. 15,18, he aska tnair prayers that 
hoe might va restorad to them; and in v. 25 ha expresses 
a confidant expectation of being able soon to come and
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is deeutols. » Which has been adopted by-tha revisers of the 

received varsion. ‘his rauding makes better sense with the con- 

text. The writer is referring to a tima of persecution not 

S (sonra to taking of life, but reaching to finas and inpris- 
59) 

onments.' 

‘Sapacially cloas one think of i ‘gul as a ,prisoner 
in Hong on account of 15.240: Gere Gyro yues of ome Tr5. 

E Tre od iss - Accomling to the Ze alona, Ghea writer was 
probebiy outside of italy. (AccOxxling to Hormann (9.a6 
O.¥., Se 519) this 479 doen not designate the origin out 
the destination; but nis examples ary not convincing. 
Apg. 10,25: 7 2 ” £ xzre! Lorazies 3 the vretihren vere 
not in Jappa, out on the way tO Cagsares; Herodet VIII, 
114 does nov handle Ferd mdprys a8 eee Howls 5 
as belonging to Sparte, ee “ ote deifad or a8 zZ. 
ara indicated, 1.@0, 7 fer ch orip¢. re Ean ents 
opurties; these are the Bett ahi Whose presence is in 
oppusliion to the he ews fy @ Doric Horaklices, the ancestors 
of the Svartenss the hy z yy Oger thorinmy (acts 17,11) 
were called (17,15) oF de efor, ri.» a nsie it wes 
thought that they Lee of ie, ne fron 2 esse lonike oh Heroes 
as messengers ; lixewiae 7; y, Gr gre 775 Ean CS 
do not simply dasiguete cs Se fonhip to tie Gate UG 
thore ura centers of the gy dnote who heve wandered away 
vee the Church. and. have cone into tha cowexs of larcd 
12,1). 

“the of gs Zredes are, shorefora, Italians 
fron Italy who fis! a a tae the letter, therefore, camot 
be written in Lialy. The one Gxrampie of the use of 2 
in oppogition to this, which Zehn (Nea lenevilopedis 
(2), Art. Hab.) vroqucas tron e Paendodgneth squdaene at tus, ep. sd ad 
Heb. Ge 8: 2 he itd | ret a rras rE ere Ter 

Gamnot knock ova oehawe Scat Eee aS she ristians 

setiled in Philiont are maant; but here the choice of the 
prapositionad instead of gy is inrluenced already by 
the connection: ZP<rr roel Ep €eresdd oor); In, 10,84 the 

  

(38) 

(39) 

see’ them. From this it wes evident that he was then 
sons sonee but hed hopes of speedy release - a state of 
thin rs in exact nxccordance with wheat ocecurrad at hone, 
etc." - Barnes, e Gite, p. vil £. These arguments 
will be answered i the next pages. 
Cfr. next pages for refutation of the arguuents on 
which thoy stand, namely those durivad from ch. 15,253 
10,54. 
Sainon, Ou. Cite, pe 420.
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correct reading is Tors 3 and 15,18 £2. way, it 
is true, rafar to the captivity of the writer, but not 
necausarily so. iiuch rather was the writer not in cap- 
tivity, as aul was in Kone, because he writes, 15,25, that 
when Timothy comey to him, he will visit the readers; he 
must, therefore, have had freedom of movement." (40) 

Timothy Argunucnt: Krom ch. 15,85, one uiy derive the infor. 

mation that the suthor was a friend of Tine 

piste In dact, ho thought very highly of ‘imothy for ho wae 

Willing to wait for hin before raking the trip to tha rosdarsa. 

Some critics, ss haa been nentionad, grasp at this veraga with 

delight. thinking. thet heara they have an indication of faul; 

but unfortunately for than, the pasnage has daan turned againat 

them. 

va find no evidence Of an imprisorment of Pin- 

othy during the lifetina of Faul, a deliverance from which the 

author here Aitp LAG Hs In fact, it 1a out of harmony also with 

the Life of pauls The nearest thet wo can coma to it is that 

finothy was with Faul in his lest imprisonment .and was re- 

leased after raul's death. This gonjccture vould put the tine 

of the writing then after Faul's death. 

Bleek brings forth arguments ana a conjoature 

which secis to fit bettar into this passage then does tha 

Pauline theory: 

"Indeed, already during the lifetine of Paul, 
but much more if tha writing of the Epistle tool placa 
after his death, could another Christian tancher, out of 

(40) Bieek, on. cit., p. 652: a frea translation. 
(41) Dods, Ove. Gite, Pe 235. &iso Bleek, Op. cit., Pe 672. 

(42) Saluon; op. olt., p. 416 f.



the Pauline circle, have stood in such relationship to 
Timothy, that he makes the declaration that he desires 
much to make tho trip to the readers in his Ppmenys 
But othorwise these words: LY O-KET. x ie 
timoder dottdusytror » rétar to a cap 0 7 
yon which the dyes was just freed; in any. ‘case the 
captivisy referrad to in known to tha raadars, probably 
also the Liberating, sinca pirwerers seams to demand to 
be teken 2in the indicative o Bhersiore chis Inprisonnent 
and its occasion must not havn veer of no consGduence or 
or shorts Gurevion. OF such an iaprisonmeant of ‘’imothy 
there ig nothing in the New Testament; 1t must, therefore, 
fall peyond thet tine to which the communication of Acts, 
or or the Letters of } faul, aver 2 Tim. (written only 
shortly before Paul's death) extand; otherwise we would 
avoit, in 2 im. esnectally, « reference to this event, 
nartioularly in 3,10 fi., likawise, 18 ff.3 2,15; 4,5 
(Crodnex). 4+ tha tine of this writing, “inothy was not 
with Faul in nome; bub the Apostle entxsesta him to cone 
ewiftiv to him (4,9-21; cfr. i,4), end he undoubtedly 
obeyed this command. Whether ha found tha apostle aliva 
wot Of not, as friend and nid to Paul, ha could ausily 
hava bean taten priscner in Ronn or on tha way and cast 
into prison, but Later Tread again. The knowledga of this 
could vary wall ba va spread into avery country, also to 
the vandeis of the Nebxews. in this psassaga, therefore, 
lias mo iniication of Yseul's authorship, but much more 
doos it lead us to helieve that it was written ofter 
Paul's death by another Christian tencher from the Pauline 
eircle." (44) 

The 2 Peter 3,15 Argurent: "The chief testimony aa te the 
Epistle to the Webrews is thet of 

Pater (5,15-16), in which tnrea olassas of testinonie ls 
are anparent. First, Feter addvessas the * ioe a. 
the term used in the Greek traneiation of the 0 “oate 
anent, by dum (7,356), by Tsmea (1,1), by eter (1 Pet. 
1,1), and by Josephus, to designate the Jews scattered 
anong the Gentiias. tater indicates a spacial Letter of 
Paul's addressed to then; end that Letter was distinct 
from nia other works, and eould havo hean only this to 
the Hebrews. “Second. the subject of tho Latter ves a 
special oma 5: sow dng that the ‘long suffering of the Lord 
is salvatic:.' A careful examination of the Creek original 
will show that thera are in v. 15 saven special words used 
by Peter in Paul's ae Chisf among thase are 
eres PY ; account; $ salvation; and especially 

ee 0 's Long 2 nasties, usgd in she moral sense 

=| 

— 

_ (44) Bleek, op. oit., p. 654 f. free translation. 

 



only by special writers in the later ages, peculiar to 
Paul, and apparently borrowed from hin by Peter. This 
subject is especially the theme of the Epistle to the 
Hebrews (2,1~4; 4,11; 6,9-12; 9,14; ll, 5-38). Third, 
this Epistle wlth others was copied and distributed ap- 
parently in this age of the aposties themselves. 

"The Apostle Peter makes it clear that, during 
the life of Faul, his several epistles were copied and 
distributed generally; so that they were even in the hands 
of the unlearned...)" (45) 

We, however, are more inclined to agree with 

Bleek in this matter since it seems to voice the wa jor opinion: 

"Many advance 2 Pet. 5,15 as proof of Paul's 
authorship. But the source and time of 2 Pet. is very 
uncertain and the unity of the questioned passage with 
the subject of Hebrews is hardly passable. Far more likely 
is it that Peter refers to a lost apocryphal letter of 
Paul's (46) : 

Temple Arguusnt: Disorepencies found in the description of the 

Jewish temple, 9,1 ff., are said to testify 

against Paul because he was well aware of the attributes of 

Herod's temple. But this ia not entirely conclusive since the 

writer is here, rather, describing the 0ld Testament temple. 

It can be readily noticed, however, that the writer see aaa 

all his knowledge concerning the temple-cultus from the LXX and 

not through personal contact as Paul did. The latter might be 

  

(45) Samson, op. cit., p. 280 f. Also Feusset. 
(46) Bleek, e Cc es Pe 662. 

(47) Eo rinies writer uses the LXX to get his information 
and holds forth that Herod's temple is the same; this was, 
however, in no way, the case. Paul had studied in Jer- 
usalem and therefore would not be as uncertain as the 
writer." =< Bleek, op. cite, p. 6Gl: free translation. 

"The cuthor who was well-versed in the LXX, 
but who only knew the temple-cultus from the 0.7. 
(Buechel, S.K., 1906, 548). His knowledge of Judaism 
is apparently derived not.from actual contact with it as 
a living religion; 1t is book knowledge, like that of 
Clement of Rome." - Hoffat, op. cit., p. 420 f.
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held against the Pauline theory but not too much weight should 

be attached to it because Faul also might have used the LXX. 

Introduction and Signature Argument: Already the early Church | 

Fathers ware troubled with- 

lack of a Pauline introduction and signature and sought in many 

Ways to explain it. Later many other theorles sprang up to ac- 

count for it: 

; a)"fo explain the absence of a signature the author 
says: "St. Paul has just reached the end of an imprisonment 
which had lasted four years. The cause Of this detention had 
been a charge, brought ageinst him by the Jews of Jerusalen, 
that ‘he taught men everywhere against the people, and the 
Law, and this place’ (Acts 21,28). Was it not a plain duty 
in hin to abstain, as far as possible, from everything that 
might furnish his opponents with grounds for bringing a 
frash charge against hint" (49) 

b)"the sustained concentration of the mental gaze 
on the ‘faithful witness’ in heaven may well be held to ex- 
plain, what it ebundantly justifies, the withdrawal of the 
writer's personality into the background." (50) 

c)"The HB does not begin with an address in which 
the writer announces himself as do all the other Pauline 
letters. That it is a work to a congregation which he did 
not found, and that this motivated the omitting of the ad- 
dress, is testified srainst by Colossians and Romans." (51) 

d)"Barth believes the beginning was lost as the 
beginning of Clement Alexander's Stromata and the end of 
Hark's Gospel." (52) 

e)"Another reason for Paul's letting out his nama 
in the greeting is that he was producing a literary piece 
and putting his name in it would not fit." (55) 

  

tas) Days doReuaa eae et t Ope es Pe s 

(60) na 
(51) Weiss, cit., pe 5235 £. 

(82) Barth, Gos-eit., p. 107. 
(53) Hug, Ope Glte, Pe 415 ff.
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If wa consider these several explanations and 

then think of the courage and audacity of St. Paul, we can see 

at once that the two don't harmonize at all and we are inclined 

to agree with Salmon when he says: ...."We cannot attribute much 

value to the reasons suggested for the omission of Paul's 

sous 

Can one imagine Paul backing down because someone 

disliked him? No, as in the case of the Galatians and Corin- 

thians, it would seem far more in hezmony with this courageous 

character to cast a challenge into their teeth with a bold 

statement of identification and circumstance. At least ie dm 
: 55 

not find Faul neglecting completely a constant habit of his, 

even though we admit, for reasons of tact, he might have toned 

it down. But allow us to let better critics criticize these ex- 

plenations : 

a)"As to the other objections (to tha correctness 
of Pantaenus' theory) they are purely speculative, and 
suggestive of individual fancy; and have been replied to 
fully, as Hug states, in every age when doubt has been 
revived. Faul was constantly visiting Jerusalem, compar- 
ing views with his fellow apostles; he declares that 
in common they ware inspired for their respective work, 
but he always, as a preacher, sought out the Jews first; 
and the reasoning of the HB is just what might be expected 
from him, as men like Grotius and Webster, masters in 
address to different classes and varied nationalities, 
have specially observed." (56) 

b)"Glement's mode of accounting for this pecul- 
farity is not satisfactory." (57) 

  

(54) Salmon, e Gite, p. 415. 

(55) Farrar, Op. Gite, pe ii. 
(56) Samson, Op. Git., p- 280. 
(57) Salmon, Ops Ss ey Pe 420.
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c)"Paul was an apostle to the Gentiles. His whole 
course Of lifa kept his mind opan to the world-wide scope 
and purpose of the Gospel. Granting then that he might 
write an apostolic letter to his Jewish brethren (whom 
he loved, wa know, with most intense and tenderest affec- 
tion), it 1s scarcely conceivable that his discussion 
should not have occasionally broken over its bounds, 
and regarded the relations of the Gospel to the world out- 
side of Judaism. There are, indeed, abundant indications . 
of our author's recognition of this universal character 
of tha Gospel..ein no single instance dogs the author de- 
part from the 0.7. representation of Israel as the ‘people 
of God, ' and declare directly its widening out to the 
breaking down of the separating wall, and tha admission 
of the Gentiles to an equal standing with the Jews... 
wholly inconceivable in tha case of the world-embracing 
irrepressible spirit of the great apostle of the Gentiles."(58) 

d)"Paul was accustomed to attach his greeting and 
votum." (59) 

Alexandrian Argument: There eoeraoh” be no doubt in the minds 

of the oritics that the Letter to the 

Hebrews contains many Stement5 found in Alexandrianism as 
6 

portrayed by Solomon and Philo. The writer seems to have been 

  

(58) Kendrick, op. cit., int. 
(59) lioffat, op- Glt., p. 420 f. 
(60) Ibid. Also Gregory, op. cit., p- ae? (aioe Ope rts? 

p- 1153; Feine, ?., Kinl. in das N.%. (Leipzig: 
and Meyer, 19235). p Pe 

(61) ease peculiarity, while Philo also sets up such a base: 

  
¢ Tur &, 2 saS peres Ss Yrer drwr 

ae €@ co s thé ground On which for sone 
aa it waa explained thet HB is e creation of Alex. 
as though Paul does oe ha ve pene same view in Col.: 

oy dorrwy rd SF D Aeterey ~ Sacondly, 
as Alexandrians attac os Obscure conception to the his- 
tory of the Jewish antiquity and as they place the 
events higher, so does the HB proceed. Yet not it alone, 
as we see from 1 Cor. 10,16,11, and Rom. 5,14, ofr. 
1 Pet. 5,20-21. The two views are therefore not con- 
Glusively and exclusively Alex.; they are also Pauline, 
and we see therein the high culture and thought of the 
tine,.which Paul uses among and against his contemporaries. 
What could be more Fhilonish than the 2 1, ro 
Gal. 4, 21-51 compared with Philo, de bAdanieetupre 
Finally, the critic also refers to passeges where HB 
comes near to Philo. This is the case, not only with HB
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personally acquainted with, or well-tutored in this psrticular 

philosophy; in fact, there are so many coincidents with Solo- 

mon's "Book of Wisdom" that Dean Plumptre defended a theory 

that the two books ware written by tha same suthor. 

In relation to our main argument, this Alexand- 

rianism cannot be taken as evidence ayainst the Pauline theory 

as peg declares it to have been taken, for Faul also knows 

well the Philonian philosophy. Kather, it would testify for 

Paul since similarities do occur. But one must also remenber 

that if Faul and the writer to the Hebrews knew Fhilonisn, 

thera were, hecause of the spread of culture at that time, 

also many, many others who did, so this peculiarity cannot be 

pressed too strenuously in favor of Paul. 

This seeus also to be the opinion of good oritics, 

for "Baur believed the Letter to the Hebrews to be a product 

of tha Jewish Christianity, spiritualized and intellectualized . 

through slexanddrianism, neither Judaistic nor Fauline but 

in between. lillgenfeld leans towards the opinion that it 4s a 

ane * Alexandrianism and Yaulism. So too Ffleiderer and 

Hausrath." 

Nationality: Paul was a Jews the Letter to the Hebrews con- 

tains many elements which seem to indicate a 

  

but also with all the other letters of Paul - to a degree 
that could not be expected among contemporaries.)" Free 
translation of Hug, op. cite, p. 425. : 

(62) Saimon « Cite, Pe . 
(63) Bleek, Op. Git., p. 671. Free translation.
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native Jew being the writer. Naturally, therefore, ‘the two have 

been connected. | 

It is true that the writer to the Hebrews knows, 

to an uncommon degree, of the customs and beliefs of the Jew~ 

ish people and it is also true that this would be natural to 

Paul since he had studied in Jerusalem; but the reader is asked ” 

to remembar that the writer to the Hebrews uses the Greek for 

his quotations and not the Jewish language. He is also asked 

to keap in mind that “opportunities of fanilinariging himself 

with Judaism apounded in the first century. The influx of 

Jews with the Christian Church, the wide-spread diffusion of 

the synagogues, and the knowledge of the LXX, opened ample 

channeis of information to the interested alee a 

To complete the picture we can add that many — 

critics do class the writer to the Hebrews as « Jewish- 

Christian follower of eae 

The Generation Argument: Unlike Paul, who boldly states his 

apostleship whenever he can, the 

writer to the Hebrews does not call hinself an apostle and no- 

where claims apostolic authority. This, coupled weal 2,35; 

which seeus definitely to deny apostleship to the writer, has 

led many ae to look to the student-circle of aul rathor 

than to Faul hinself. ; 

"the testimony of 2,5, is ‘thoroughly against 
the custom of Paul, who with all energy tostifies that 

  

(64) Hoffat, » Cite, pe 420 f. . 

(65) Bleek, loc. cit. Also Barnes, op. cit., p. vil f.3 
Barth, Op. Gite, De 112.
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his Gospel was received not from other apostles or from 
othar men, but from direct revelation from the Lord; 
cfr. Gal. 1,1.11 f.3 15 f£.3 2,6; 1 Cor. 9,15 11,25; 
Eph. 5,2 £. So would he not have expressed himself as 
in our Letter in other passages, for according to tha 
analogy of thease passages, the author unmistakedly 
describes the way in which the second generation received 
the Gospel. Without a doubt, Faul, at this opportunity, 
would have witnessed to his direct revelation. Rightly, 
therefore, do already Luther, Calvin, Cajetan and others 
see in this passage an unmistakeable evidences a;ainst the 
authorship of vaul or against its having been written by 
any of the ‘Voice’, and just aa wrongs ora they who, 
aa Ebrard, S. 446 f., suppose that Paul could say noth- 
ing else but what he seid." 

"This passage shows plainly that the author can 
not be t:<en as Paul or any other ‘direct’ disciple, as 
do also the other passages.e" (68) 

  

(66) "Yet evan the passage, 2,5, taken in its connection, 
speaks strongly arainst Fauline authorship, as is come 
monly conceded. io less certainly dogs tha author cless- 
ify hinself with his readers as belonging to a generation 
to which the salvation - originally utterad by the Lord - 
has been confirmed by the testimony of immediste sar~ 
witnessas." ~ Holly op. Git., pe 6~ 

"The author of our Epistle classes hirself 
(2,3) among those who received the Gospel st second hand, 
= This position the Apostle Faul could never have assumed 
for s moment. He replies almost indignantly to any low- 
ering of himself to the second rank, and maintains thet 
equally with the greatest of thea Aposties, he stood in 
immediate communication with the Fountain Head of truth 
and authority. Ha stands on the highest level of 
apostolic porogative, having seen the Lord Jesus, and 
received from Him diractly his commission." = Kendrick, 
op. cit., int. 

(67) Wetss, op. cit., pe 655. 
(68) Bieek, Gp. cite, p. 655.
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ERANSIZION 

.We have now presented the chief arguments sur- 

rounding our question, "Did Paul rite Hebrews?" One may have 

noticed that wa have been slightly hostile to the Pauline . 

theory and perhaps, in a few instances, prajudiced; but we have 

sought to give full arguments on both sides so that the raader 

nead not accept our opinion, but mey drew his own conclusions. 

When entering upon the question, oir first task, 

naturally, wac wo read the Letter carefully and the conclusion 

wa drew then is thea same we hold now after examining all the 

criticisris, nawely, thet Paul was definitely not the author 

of Hebrews. As a consequence, in particularly the last sections 

we have now and then planted the seed of the thought that 

this is an Epistle written after hia death by a companion of 

his. This companion would naturally have to be an iIntiuate 

student of Paul's doctrine, who, perhaps, even took notes 

on his teacher's sermons. 

{This theory would explain how tha Eastern Church 

could accepts Paul as the originator of the thoughts; it would 

explain why the tiestern Church did not accept it as Paul's; 

it would explain tha major dissimilarities and minor similar- 

ities of style and language; it would explain the connection 

of doctrine; it fits with the tine; it fits into tha circle of 

Timothy's close friends; etc. Yea, so wall dogs this theory fit 

that critics throughout thes sges have advanced such men as Barn- 

abas, Apollos, Luke, Clement, Silas, Priscilla, etc., as possible 

authors.
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To show that wa are not alona in this opinion 

we present in conclusion to this chapter and in transition to 

the naxt, quotations from various commentators: 

a) "I see nothing in the ietter which Paul or a 
disciple of his could not have written; and it certainly 
has strong tracos of Faul's influence." (69) 

b) "Tha writer could not have been on the ‘Voice! 
of Chrlat, but according to many signs, he must have been 
in close relation with raul. (Originality, mode of argu- 
mentation, the way Of writing, ideas, etc., point to this). 
filso in the whole outlook as well as in the individual 
thoughts, pictures, atc., doas 9 depenilency upon Paul ape 
pear. Tha writer was also probably acquainted with Paul's 
writings and has assimilated the sane to his use. 

"(Planck, Ritschla, Koastlin, Weiss, Richn, 
clalan thas tha author in his teachings does not depend 
upon Faul, but thay include the Latter into the ancient 
Jewish-Christian circie. David Schulz had the same 
Opinion, but leaned a Littla over much on the Judeistic 
elamonts in the Christianity of the writer: in the Letter, 
as Aioxe JéWish-Christian apesks to a comaoner; so also 
writes Hase.e)" ('70) 

c) "The Letter tells us thet the author was of 
no little note in at least one part of tha Church; 
since the Letter was written after Paul's death, the writer, 
during the lifetime of thea Apostic, must have heen an 
inportant Christian teacher, in fact, ona of tha ao- 
laborars of raul. Of these, three have had the emphssia - 
Lucas, Clemens Romanus, Barnahas." (1) 

ad) "Dahar stameaa der Brief wahrscheinlich yon 
einem Apostelschueler, dar sich Notizen aus dem Fredigten 
des Yaulus gemacht und sic dann mit Erlasuterungen 
yoroaffertlicht habe." ('72) 

e) “..ebezeichnet sich der Vf. susdruecklich als 
einen Schueler der ersten Zuhoerer (2,3)." (75) 

£) "Character would point only to some man who 
stood allied with Paul in apostolic dignity." (74) 

(69) Salmon, of. cit., pe 422. 
(70) Bleek, op. olt-, p. G71. 

( 
(71) Bleok, Op. Gite, Pe B72. 
72) Grepory; 10s. eit, 

(75) Barth, op. Git., p. 10S. 
(74) Moll, Op. c sy Pe Se



CHAPTER IL 

DIVERGENT THEORIES 

“he co-existence of marked similarities of 

language and style with equally marked similarities of thought 

has led many critics, as far back as Clenent and Origen, to 

form certain theories in vain attempts to explain this pe- 

culiarity. One of the most popular explanations advanced is 

that in which Paul is placed as the original Aramaic writer 

and one of his pupils aa the Greek translator - preferably 

Luke or Clement of Rome. Some go a little farther and suggest 

_ Luke as the sole suthor. However, despite Guericke, Thiersch, 

Bisping, Stier, Ebrard, Davidson, and Delitzsch, modern critics, 

as we, have been obliged, in the face of contrary evidence, 

to disregard the hypothesis of a Lucan translation or Lucan 

authorship. 

The origin of this theory, as has baen stated 

earlier, lies with Clement of Alexandria and Origen. A mere 

reading of the citation in which their statements are found 

will show us, however, that "we may dismiss as a mere guess 

the suggestion throw out in the Alexandrian School that Paul 

might have employed the pen of Luke or of Glement; and Gtoat) 

guess not even a probable one." 

Against the translation theory we find:
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1) that the language is Greek throughout and 

Only colored in Aramaic. 

"We need not scruple to reject the notion that 
the document is a translation from the Hebrew, which has 
the strongest possible marks of being an original Greek 
compositions; and we cannot contribute much value to the 
reasons suggested for the omission of Faul's name..."(2) 

"Glement's view, in any case, is untenable, 
since the Epistle has distinct internal evidence of being 
an original composition in Greek." (3) : 

"Die alten meinen, der Brief sei von seinem 
Verfasser in Habraischer (d.i. Aramaischer) Sprache 
geschrieben und erst durch einen anderen Schriftstellcr 
ins Griechische uebertragen. (Jos. Hallet der Juengere, 
1727, und J.D. Hichaelis, Einl. ins. N.T., Augs. 4 P. 
224-230). Allein wie die Annahme eines aramaischen 
Originels fuer das Hath.-Evangeliun unbegruendet ist, 
so noch mehr, was gegenweertig allgemein anerkannt ist, 
fuer unsern Brief. <4) 

2) that there are in the Epistle essentially 

pura Greek phrases and Beets such as could not well have 
5 

the equivalents of any Hebrew ones. 

"Tor the Greek original stand as testimony a 
line of words and expressions which are very hard to 
express in Hebrew, or, to turn it about, they invite 
thought formations which one would never ascribe to a 
Hebrew aythor. Such are 1,1 poluyeows Mer _poduzpomos = 

12,1 =a Pp of words: 2, 
fo 

OO FAY aL 

eos Td = 5,8 Jovkr th, dy wreGer , &7268 
Lu tHiTTsece er bes heck as ak aila 9 OTe: ** Suna) 

e @ Greek also: s ir 

tele of 7973. (Bund)." (ey ; i 

(1) Salmon, op. cite De 415. 

; "Gueriocke » Ebrard, and Delitgsch follow Origen 
in referring the substance of it to Paul and the form to 
Luke. But the hypothesis of such dictation is an unwar~ 
ranted conjecture, made, apparently, only to save the 
apostolic dignity of the Epistle." - Kendrick, op- cit., int. 

"The hypothesis (J. Hallet in Wolf's Curae 
Philologicae, IV, 806-837; J.D. Michaelis, Biesenthal) 
that the Epistle represents ‘the translation by Luke or 
some other disciple of Paul's original Hebrew arose from 
discrepencies of style which were early felt between it 
and the Pauline epistles (so from Clement of Alex. to 
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“According to its grounds the original was cer- 
tainly Hebrew. In chap. 2,7.8. the writer uses the passages 
out of Psalm 8: what is man? = and ee you lay everything 
at his feel - revre Oaetre vi Ste 3. About 
this », erg re are | Poh ore cn a series of | 
sentences, Ve 5 ¢ ¢ los J y O71.    

        

I He S wrrotd vid 
brought out in aranhienen You place or lay everything 
under his feet, Z - Would a Greek 
translator hava Pp Ey the pene thus?" (7) 

",.ethe special Greek sense of Jaf - 
testament (9,15-20) (This interpretation o s 
which, as Calvin saw, was itself fatal to tho tra a "LON 
theory, is preferable on many counts to the more usual 
one of covenant." In the papyri, from the end of cent- 
ury four B.C. down to the Byzantine priod, the word 
denotes testament and that alone, in many scores of 
documents...‘ - Moulton, in Cambridge Bib. Essays, 1909, 
p.e 497) was unknown in the Greek usage; a would be 
difficult in a version to account, not only for the 
rhetorical finish, but also for the paxanomosiae and 
verbal assonances like those of 1,13 5,8.143 8,73 
10,29.39; 15,14 etc." (8) 

3) that the Epistle: uses the LXX alone for the 

lone source of its 0O.f. quotations, a paculierity which meny 

critics believe sounds the death lmell for anything but a 

Greek ieee 

  

Thomas Acquinas), but it never had any basis in the ine 
ternal evidence of the Epistle, and may be dismissed aa 
a curLosity of criticism. No Hebrew (Aramaic) original | 
has ever been heerd of in connection with the Epistle.” - 
Moffat, loc. cite, Cfr. also Noll, Op. cit., p.9. 
Salmon ° CLG. p. 415 f. 

} Hermans Ops olts, Pde. ee e Sc e pe es 

) Farrar, ox Oit., pe xi- 
} Gregory s 2 « G E> Pe 745. 

& es Pe ° : 

Morfet loos oft. 4 | 
Guexicke Op. Gite, Pe 4423 Kendrick e Git., inte; 
Cfr. also ve Tangen, Grundriss der int in das uot. 
(Freiburg in Breisgau: r‘schea Verlagshandiung, 
1877), ps. 128.
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"With isolated excaptions from Chap. 10,50, all 
quotations from the 0.f. point plainly and exprasaly to 
the LXX, also in their deviation from the original. Cfrr. 
especially Hab. 10,5-7 (Ps. 40, 7.8) and 2,6-8 (Ps. 8,5~7) 
also ch. 1,6 (Ps. 97.7) and 10,58 (Hab. 2,4). Also whoera 
thea Latter merely rafers to the 0.T. passage, the con- 
veyance of the ideas and the conceptions themselves point 
to the LXX. Ofr. che 11,21 with Gene 4731.4 12,15 

with Deut. 29,18; 3,2 with Nun. 12,7, atc." (10) 

"Fuor die griechischen Originalitaet des Briefes 
spricht der ganze Charakter der Sprache und des Stils : 
dessolben, der ausgezaichnet zorgfacltige und zum Theil 
verschlungens variodenbau, der sich gerade im Hebraischen 
odar Aramaischen am wenigstens darstellen laesst, des 
verhueltoismaessig reine, Gewaehlte und Elegante das 
griechischen Ausdrucks namentlich die Anwendung mancher 
@inzelnen Ausdruscke, deren Sinn gar nicht dureh ainfeche 
hebraische oder aramaischo Woarter sausgedruackt warden 
kann, sondem nur durch Unschrelbungean, so duss sie nicht 
aus einem heb-ar. Original, sondern nur sus schon 
urspruunglich griechischon Concaption stamaen koonneanese 
endlich die Art der Benutzung alttestanentlichar Stellan 
sowol bai foarmlichen Cltationgn als bei blossen Anwend= 
ungen und Auspielungen, wo herrschond die Jabersetzumeg 
der LXX benutzt wird, selbst wo sis von den orten und so~- 
gar von dem Sinne des hebraischen Textes so wesentlich 
abweicht, dass die Stella nach dem letzteren eigentlich 
gar nicht, wie hier geschehen ist, haette benutzt werden 
koennen." (11) 

4) certain paculiarities in Paul's having writ- 

ten liebrew when also an Palestine, if that is where the 

Letter is headed (7}, the Greek was the common language, 

especially in religious affairs. 

"Yat Hebrews cannot possibly be regarded as a 
translation from the Aramaic. The differenca in style is 
decisive against Paul's authorship. This includes far 
more than formal style; it refers to the whole manner of 
thought ani to its mode of presentation. An appeal to the 
great versatility of Feul's is not a satisfactory answer, 
Paul is as versatile in Groek as he is in Aramaic, and 
he would write a Greek Letter without a thought of ean- 
ploying a translator. But it is inexplicable that he 
should use the most nerfect Groek when writing to readers, 
all of whom were former Jaws and inclined to return to 
Judaism, and nevar once write such Greek in any other 
of his letters when addressing readers who are mostly 
Gentiles. As for Luke, who is indeed skillad in Greek,



whenever ha reproduces Aramaic originals, he allows it 
to remain evident that his sources are Aramaic." (12) 

"Even 1f our Letter was written to Jewish Christ~ 
ians in Falestine, one still has no reason to believe that 
it was written in Hebrew (Aramaic); because also the 
Greek was universally understood, if not spoken." (13) 

Origen and later, Grotius, imew of sone who 

laid the entire work at the feet of St. Luke. Although there 

are minor sinilarities of language and although Luke and 

Paul were close friends, the difference batween the third 

Gospel and Acts and the Letter to the Hebrews leaves no doubt 

in one's mind that Luke could never have written the last. 

1) The language and style is not that of Luke. 

fioffat, when speaking of this, writes: 

"In Acts 7,20 and Heb. 11,23 ao-resos is a ren- 
iniscence of Ex. 2,2, which tay have been ependent in 
euch casa, while ¢ os (Ace 7,323 16,29; Heb. 12,21) 
is probably (The variant in Ac. 21,25 also lowers the 
force of the use Of gvvo-rejAcir here and in Heb. 15,22, 
while the gona tructSon in hee TE N AG. 10,20 is different) in 
Heb. an emendation of cyrrexuos - Sinilerly ext eee) 
does not count, for in e 1,12 it occurs O.T. 
citations; and the same fact rules out u-erpor (11,12) 
greyie® (12,15), gewreoor, (6,19), s (12,19) 
érosovs (The solitary an use, 5,7, 15° moreover, 

ante different in mene) (O50) s (12,15), weps= 
Avo, el (12,12), Ul ¢ (12,12 I ACT: s (8,11), e TEVTRWs 

Uzi, and Pos Tift) ; wislLle Axio v0e-Guy » whic 
1,11 is als® part of a citation, es differently applied 
in 8,13 and Lk. 12,55, jra7eérevers in Ac. 7,49 Occurs in 
en 0.£. quotation, éit-ya iM AGe 14,18 has a different 
gsanse and Sone bain kon from those of Hebrews, and rrp ¢ Lirtal 
(11,29: Ace 7,56), or use qu ror (Ace 2,29 etae: 
Heb. 7,4). Thus, an exemire ston or the language reveals 
only (Hebrews has only about four words peculiar to itself 
and Matthew, and the same number in comnon with Mark) : 
about (a) six words peculiar in the N.T. to Heb. and the 
Gospel of Luke, with (b) six peculiar to Acts and Hebrews, 

  

Weiss e Cite, Pp. S26. 

Bleek, 3 ie ait., pe 652. 
Waiss, LOG. Git. 
Gna eaoee Ops Git., pe 442. Cfr. also Gragory, Ope cit., 
Pe 45.
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and two ( ac faand La re 55 or ) which occur in all 
three. 0 ree Lepareies ewors, and vite 
are plainly. due, as (pegareies 10 ae equent ered oO 
to 8 colmon use of the LAX by writers who treat of he 
samo or similsr topics, while c7s ro rere dss is too 
frequent in Helienistic litera Gure GO ne 68 preser- 
vation in Hebrews and Luke's Gospel more than oO rae 
cOincidence. This leavis inerely wer uni cyd 
in this class, while? s (wi aaivation’ in the 
context of Ace B2B45 ani s 2,10) and elect yest in. (bh) 
with pyres and ope. Jor and rhe Sy Cannot 66 said to 
aanuteceee, ane specia 4 or strik initias between Ac. and 
Hebrews pote oe being employed in quite a different 
sense) in point or vocabulary. jhe sana holda true (of 
such phrases as ya) ebros xvicdesGus (or cities), 
literally Heb. if SG: Ace 22,04) z roy, With tern enees 
BOL RN acausativa, and Feat use in Hebrews of 

ries ra by itself for the sufferings of Jesus. On the 
other hand, Hebrews avoids oy, except in compounds, and 
omits se voral distinctly Lucan phrases and expressions 
like ;-ecc<ev , “While a passage like Heb. 2,12 shows 
erfinttiss Yaset with Matthew (28, 10, cp. dn. 20,17). 
Hebrews once uses (6,5) petbeees with the accusative 
(ope Ine 2,10); Inke nevér does.). The vardict is cor- 
rovorrated by ine absence from Hebrews of several char- 
acteristically Lucan words and phrases, AL ax or 

  

zs With the optative, 17> red rir Le 
é reTro in its various Goustructio Ona a? 

ees “tele fs UfUiTtive 2. bee Tetph 
and "~@$ (:when). An examine a the v ; iry a 
atyle of Hebrews and Luke hardly tends to indicata even 
a special amoun:. of material common to both; it certain- 
ly discoursges any attempt to ascribe the Epistle to the 
author of the third Gospel and of Acts. luke could re- 
port a speach after the manner of a Habrew rabbi or of a 
Greek rhetorician; and it may be rash to say that he 
could not have written a hortatory work in the style of 
Hebrews but when we compere Ace 15,5641; 28,17-28 with 
Heb. 5,12-4,15, not to say with 6,4-12, we sea that 
Luke did not, in fact, write like Hebrews, even in 
hnortatory passages: (WH. Sincozx, Writers of the N.T., 
1890; Gardiner, JBL., 1887, pp. 1-27). Cormunisy of at- 
wosphere is all that can fairly be ee 

"(Grotius fuehrt an: Bes 5 ey ED deci. ok 
AG. XXIII, 10. Hebr. V,7. 41,7 3 eb dae 
ALTII,11. Heb. VII,253 TUOELS. ay 
AeG.e VI,5. XVI,2. Heb?. Colas 

Lua. II,26. A A.G. X, 22. Hebr. VIII,5 
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10. XII,23 s fuer uce XVIII,1l. XIX, 42. XX,19. 
AG. XXVII 9 a0e Hebr. > 28. etc.)-" (14) 

“aper die Alten taten dies wohl nur um den Brief 
welchen man dem Apostel Paulus absprechen musste, wenig-=- 
stens von dessen Gehuehifen abzuleiten. Es findet sich 
zwischen den Schriften des Lucas und diesem Briefe einige 
Aehnlichkeit in der Sprache." (15) 

26. Hebr. XIII,7.175 ie. III,15. V,51. Hebr. II, 

“(Nags such Lucas, wo er nicht von seinen 
Guelien abhaenig ist, ein reines, mehr periodisches 
griechisch schreiht, wie der Vf. des H8, ist der einfache 
Grund dieser Verwandsachart, soweit sis wirklich hesteht; 
daruaber hinaus ist es doch nwein sehr enzer Kreis yon 
Ausdruecksen, dic thatsacchtlich bei beiden etwas hasufiger, 
wann auch nur theilweise ausschleisslich, vorkormean, (...) 
Alle uebrigen, dia man dafuer anfuehrt, konmen zu selten 
bel einem. von beiden oder zu haeufig auch sonst im N.@. 
vor, un irgond etwas baweisen zu koennen.)." (16) 

"In uebrigen zeigt sich bei Lucas keine Spur 
von der oratorischen Begabung, Gie der V£F. des HB hat, 
oder von alexandrinissher Lbildung; soweit eine sigen- 
thuemliche Lehrweise bei Lucas hervortritt, ist es ja 
nur ein abggblasster Yaulinianus, und Beruehrung mit dem 
HB traten nur do hurvor, wo er aus urapolischen (juelien 
schoepfé." (17) 

"sg. Luke’s style is much moxé Hebraic ant less 
rhetoric than lisbrewse" (18) 

2) Tne writer of Hebrews is, according to his 

whole world of thought and method of expressing himself, a 
(19) 

Jewish Christian; wnereas Luke was a Gentile (Col. 4,10). 

"  eeluke could never hava belonged to the Jewish 
people either through birth or through proselytisn. 
(Kol. 4,11.14)." (26) 
  

(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 

Watte, o Gite, pe S55.. 
Wabtor crecelt ilps Sede) Core tulnolGregorysroperatee 
o. 746. °° 

For similarities of language with Luke, cfr. 
Gardiner in Journal or Soc. of Bibl. Lit. and Exegesis; 
June, 1887. 
we iare Ope Gite, peo S52. 
Ibid. 
Gragory, oP * cit., pe 746 and Cook, ov. cit., int-. 
Barth, o es Pe 
Bleek, ast. p. 675. Also Gregory, op. cit., pe» 746-   Ope a
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"and an independent authorship by Luke is cer- 
tainly out of tha question. Na was indoed one of those 
who received the Gospal at second hend; but his position 
in the Ghurch Lacked the almost apostolic dignity which 
Glearly belongs to our author; and he was not a Jew 
which the author of tha Epistle certainly was." (21) 

"Was Hebrews tnen written by Paul conjointly 
with some assistant? The affirmative answer to this 
question takes two forms. According to tho first, the 
Apostle dictated the traastise to someone in Hebrew, and 
it was translated by tnia person to its present Graak 
form. This view was propounded by Clanent of Alexandria 
in order to account for the difference in style between 
the Epistle to the Hebrews and iaul's other Letters. 
But though it hes been and is nelid by some, yet it has 
agzeinst it the facts thet it is not in stvie alone 
that Hebrews difvers from Faul's writings, but in form 
and content also. Furthernora, liebrews was evidently 
writtarn in Greek and is no translation. 

"According to tha second variety of the theory 
of composite authorship, aul is supposed to have de- 
Livered the substance of the writing to some one of his 
followers, who then worked it over in nis own way, sup- 
plying for and diction. To che rurther question who 
this follower was, aome adherents to this genaral view 
answer iuke and some Clement of Kome. That Luke took and 
restated ’aul's massage to the Hebrews, is argued by 
Delitzsch, upon the ground of the alleged similarity of 
languaga between this treatise and the third Gospal and 
the Book of Acts. But this sinilarity is very general, 
and oztends no further than the use of certain words and 
expressions whieh were probably comaon to all Holienistic 
weiters. Differences between Iuke and the author of 
Yiebrewa have also been pointed out, and ucon the whole, 
thay ovarbslance the almilarities reforred to." (22) 

Clement of Kome. 

Auother person supposed by some to have had a 

connection with either the translating of the ipistle or 

with its direct suthorship is Clement of Rome. Hys name also 

  

(21) Kendrick, Ope cite, int. 

(22) Lho Popular and Critical Bible kncyclopedia (Samuel 
allowa, 6 Oe cago: the Howard-Severance Company, 

1902), p. 780-781.
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arose out of the supposition that it must have been a disciple 

of Paul who wrote this Latter - e disciple close enough to 

think the way Paul thought and yet to have had his om peculier 

language and style. Clement's Lotter to the Corinthians often 

touches our letter, and, although a coworker of Paul (hil. 

4,3), “yet must hava been fn so closa contect with the, Jewish 

Christians that soma have sougnt to connect him with the sterte 
(23) 

ing point of gnostic Judatam." Erasmus, Celvin, Keithmayr, 
(24) (25) 

Risping (the latter two ere Catholic writers), Aberle, and Comely 

are some of the later critics to favor Clement. 

Here again we meet wp with the obstacles of utter 

@ifference in language emi styla, which nus led such critics 

as Hoffet (a well. know: languege scholar), ayeeu tee 

saree unhesitantly to strike his name from the list. The fact 

that Clement uses Hebraws in his Epistle shows that it vas 

alraady cxtsnt at his time, a situation which led aiso len- 

drick to disragard this theory. But what seams to be the strong- 

est of the arguinents, including the fact that he also is a 

Gentile, against his having anything to do with it )i8 the 

ignoranca of the Wastarn Church of such authorship or translae=- 

tion. Suraly ne = ving translated or written it would have 

been known to them. 

  

(25) Longon, op. cit., p. 128. A free translation. 
(24) Bleak, Ope C es Ue G75. 

(25) Aberle, Op. cite, p- 240. 
(26) Bleek, loc. cite 
(27) Wettc, Op. olt., p. 355. 
(28) Weiss, Op. cite, pe S72. 
(29) Farrar, Op. ocit., int. Gregory, op. cit., p. 746.
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"Clément of Rome was first suggested by Origen 
as the mediator betwaen Faul and the audience to which 
Hebrews is addressed, and has been accepted as-such by 
some On tha ground of the nurprous citations of the Epistle 
to the Hebrews in the first Epistle of Clement to the 
Corinthians. But a careful study of the two writings 
lesves no room for doubt that Clement is using Hebrews as 
the work of some other ran, and that, aside from this, 
there is no other relationship botween the two productions. 
The author of Hebrews is undoubtedly a more forceful 
and orlginal thinker than Clemant. ‘ioreover the argument 
Aeech SGt is fatally against the identification of the 
two.” (30) 

Silas. 
  

Another student of Paul's who has been picked as 

the author of Habrows is Silas or Sylvanus, as he is often 

called. iynster, Eoshme, Yiiehn, (iedes, and Wohlanborg liked 

him because cf hia wembership in the Pauline clireie and his 

association with Timothy. Hovaver, Siias lived in Joerusalen 

(Acts 15,22) and therefore we would expact of hin a much more 

thorough kknovledga of tha Jawish cuatons than is shown in. the 

Letter to the ee Thera is no tradition or any othar 

peg of evidunca tu hang him on eave for the fact tnat he was 

Paul's disciple end thersfora he has heen rajected as being 

(s2) )35) (34) 
but a poor nye eee se by such scholars as Moffat, Watte, Barth, 

35) 
: Bleek, end Gragory. 

4 

  

  

(350) Griticsl Eneyclopedia, p. 781. 
($1) Opinio. of Bleek and othara. 
(32) "Silas was no doubt a membor of the Pauline circle who 

was ulso associated with Tinotheus, amd connected sond- 
how with the composition of 1 Pater (a writing allied to 
Hobrews); but thesa data are too slight to support the 
woight of sny hypothesis (ifynster, Boehne, tilehua, Godet 
doubtfully, VYohlenbarg in BKZ, 1913, 752 f.) which 
would contribute iHlebraws to a man of whom so iittle is 

( ) lmovm ." 7 

SS) Wette, on. oli., pe S24-S57. 
(34) Barth, oa Git., Pe lle. 
(35) Bleak, Loo. cit. 
(36) Gregory, Op. Gite, pe 747. 
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The Popular and Critical Bible incyclopadia 

up the data on the Silas theory: 

"Silas was @ popular member of tho Christian 
community of Jerusalem, a Jewisn Christian prophet and 
a Roman citizen. Ha was a comoanion of Paul on sacond . 
missionary journey (Acta xv:403 xviiiexx1l), ond aasoo~ 
dated with the apostle in his letters (1 Thess. i,1; 
2 Thess. 1,13; 2 Cor. 11,19) under the name of Silvanus. 
The fact that he was acquaintad with Timothy, uke with 
tha ucntion of Timothy in Jiebe x111:25 has led sca to 
think that he wrote tha Mpistle to tha Habrewa. Sub, on 
the other hand, no traca of an extaimiai tradition us- 
criding the ipistle to hin has been found, andi, aa he 
left ng no Other writings, and wa cannot thus rexch a 
cOnclusion ragarding his style and type of thought, and 
a3 WG are not informed that hae had an Alexazdrien 
education, 14 is not possible to test the vsiue of 
the hynotnasis that ascripas one Lpistle to hin." 

Aquila and i'riscilla 

; "Did Lady Vembroke collaborate with her brother 
in the composition of Arcadia? The problem which srises 
for the studant of ingliah literatura has been raised in 
connection with tho New Toatamant by thosa who conjecture 
thst Prisellis and Aquile, Paul's devoted end intalligent 

Orvy y_, Gonposed tha Epistie to the Habrews. Thair 
oiyiGn eve urged tontativeiy by Harnack (Husay in SEA, 
1900, ‘usher die beiden Recension ad. Gesoh. dur Frisgcilla 
ue des Aquile in Ace Ap. 18, i-27'), Schiuvie, Feake, 
and Randel Harpis (Sidelights on h.2. Hesaargch, pp. 
148-176). Aquila has heén more m once suggasted 
(e.g. Bleek and Alford), but Friscillsa is supposed, on this 
theory, to have bo¢n uainily rgspousibie Zor the Upistie, 
and traces of tha wife rether than the hushand are sought 
for. ‘he hypothesis ccortainly might eccount for the loss 
of the nawo, as canonical authority could hardly be 
Gleined for a wouun’s writing. Bus the positive azrguuants 
are no& subatantinl. (37) Pani had forbidden a woman 

  

(37) 
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"In their favor: 1) letter vrocegds from a highly 
cultured teacher, answering to the description given in 
Acts 15,26 of Aquila and Prisciiia; that it way written 
by ona who belonged to tha Pauline circle, as there is 
no doubt that this counle did (Rom. 16,5, ev, 2_)3 thet 
tho weiter was associated with Tinothy, as Ratite and 
Friscilla woro 207 18 months in Corinth and Ephesus (2 Tim. 
4,19); that ho balonged to one of thea house churches in 
Rowe, (to which the Epistle was presumably eddressed)
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even to teach in the Church (2 Cor. 14,354 £.), and 
the action described in Acta 18,26 does not prove that 
any exception would be made in favor of a gifted lady 
like #riscilla, for the instruction of Apollo was private, 
not public. The aupposed signs of fenininity in Yebrews 
ara axtraneiy dubious; as e matter of fact, ons would have 
expected a reference to Daboreah instead of Berek in 11,32, 
if a woman had written the Epistla. The stylistic orgunent, 
that now a single, now a plural authorship is inplied, 
can hardly bs usintained; our brothor (in 15,25) means 
not our colleague, but the brother kmorm to you snd to 
me (the weiter, cp-, I will see you); phrasua Like thosa 
in 11,32 and 15,19 imply a single author, and tha we 
which elsewhere occurs ia either editorial or due to the 
Piguce of Yrie Teavets: wha esnocietion of Priscilla and 
&quile with roma chuzch in Roma dapends om « view of 
ih. 16 which is not ne Finally, the Seca 
i in 11,52) (ep. Daissnmann, ".R. v. 64) rather 
aank Zea inat the feminine hypothesis then otherwise ; 
ana had any q@xception bccn talker to Priscille, the dele- 
tion of her name from the addrass (leaving that of Aquila) 
would nave beén siiapler than the excision of the acdress 
en blocs (cp. Wrade, 82-83). One has, therefora (ap. 
faisn.e 149 £.) reluctantly to forago tha rovence which 
this hypothesis would introduce into tha prinitive 
Christisn Litersture." = Moffat. 

  

and that ha had taught thera - which corresponds to 
what ve know of aquila and Priscilla (Acts 18,12, Rom. 16,3); 
that behind the writer of the Epistle there 1s someone 
or mora with whon he associates himself in a common "we" 
which includos writer ard resders, but as third use of 
the vronoun embracing some unknown person Or rarsOns 88 
uniting with the writer in what ha says. Paul and 
Luke witnessad as to tha predominate position of the- 
woman. She is favored as the guthor. The prolorue 1s 
aft off because of Ysul's prohibition of femalé teaching. 

; "Sut thera ara grave difficulties in this 
theory. A sincia Sule is deiandad by cartain ax— — 

prassions as 7 ¢7v w__» 11,583 ‘ive rh yor Zrotare~ 
ore Bees Sate Buplos 154 and the singular tin 18-30-36. 

is not’possibla tc construe these singulars as re=- 
ferring to the singic writer, to the writer and nearcrs. 
And that this one writer would hava been Priscilla 
is certainly Improbable, both on sccount of Paul's 
pronibition which Priscilla would have observed snd be~ 
causa the weiter appears to be one of tha 4 ,0vKere, Which 
Priscilla could not have hacen. Tho Epistle Pi ves the in- 
preasion of preceading from e masculine mind; and if the 

Epistlo was duc to either, Aquila would bu the mora likely 
to undertake tno task. Their connection with Apollos 
might be support to account for the Alexandrian coloring 
of the Epistle." - Dods, op. cit., n. 228.
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It might be well, hefora closing this chapter, 

to briefly mention also some of the other less popular supposed 

authors that have been mentioned from time to time in connec~ 

tion with the Epistle. 

Peter: In speaking of Peter as the author of Hebrews, a sug- 

gastion arising out of marked similarities of thought 

and style, we could do nothing better than to bring the find- 

ings of Kendall before the reader as they ara put forth by 

tioffat: 

"Zhe resemblances (Kendall, Theology of Heb. 
Christians, 42-45), between Hebrews antl Peter whieh 
cover the thought no less than the style of both epistles, 
ara not insignificant. Both describe Christ as the Shep- 
herd (Heb. 15,20; 1 Pet. 2,25; 5,3), and use the phrase 
the blood of the sprinkling (12,24; let. 1,2) (2 os 

3 common Gb. 2,10; 16,2) and Peter's speech 4th we 
3,15; 5,51, cfr. above); both conceive faith as stead- 
fast reliance on the unseen God under stress of trial, 
hold up Christ's example under suffering, and attach the 
sgme disciplinary value to human suffering; both use 
din Wer, RvTITVMOS, Never Ces , etc. 
a re’ ar rther pdra s in et. 2,20: He. 5,2, 
1 Pet. 3,9: He. 12,17, 1 Pet. 3,11: Ha. 12,14, 1 Pet. 
5,16: Heb. 7,27, 1 Pet. 4,14: Heb. 11,26, 1 Pet. 5, 
10-11: Heb. 15, 20-22, etc. But such correspondences 
cannot be mixed up with a supposed allusion in 2,35 to the 
incidents of Jn. 1, 35-42, in order to support the hy= 
pothesis that eter actually wrote Hebrews (A. Welch, 
fhe authorship of the Epistie to the Hebrews, 1899, 
ppe l= e mos y suggest a dependence of one writ- 
ing upon another, possibly no more than a common 
milieu of Christian faeling. ‘The natural inference from 
them is that the writer was either a personal disciple of 
St. Peter or a diligent student of his Epistle’ 
Kendall)." 

"Diversity of style is more easily felt by the 
reader than expressed by the critic, without at least a 
tedious analysis of language; one simple and tangible 
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test suggests itself, however, in the use of connecting 
particles, in as much as these determine the structure 
of tha sentences. A minute comparison of these possesses, 
therefore, real importance in the differentiation of 
language. Now in the Epistle of St. Pater ¢7 7-5 Occurs 
fifty timas, sf7e¢e sixty-three, 7ore nineteen, fru. (in, 
enumara tions ) six, & ¢¢ wv four, ¢- veo five, ivros £/ we 

1} thre 7¢e Four ‘twalve 7, tON, usvour 
rac, ot Bitten tyeeigit sings while Keni thart ara 

found in Epistle except 74, and that only once (or 
twice), except in quotations. the other hand, 3 9:,> 
which Occurs six times and ¢4,veo three, in tha Epis 
are never used by Peter. (Handeit "s Theo. of Heb. Christ— 
danity, p. 27)." (38) . tn owas aa eke ee 

Ariston: The supposed author of lik. 16,9=-20 has been recently 

advanced by J. Chapman (Revue Benedictina, 1905, 50= 

62) and argued by R. Perdelivity on the ground that "the sharp 

tone of He. 6,4-6 and 10, 26-27 agreés with the trend of the 

teaching quoted by Irenaeus from the preshyter circles (adv. 

haer, IV. 28. 1, IV. 40), and also with that of the newly dis- 

covered fragment of lik. 16, 9-20, where XAJeé dyiyy are sup- 

posed to rofer to the fate of the apostates. Hence ali these 

converge on the sama author. But even if Ariston were the 

author of the Mark ending, these conceptions are far too general 

and incidental to te made the basis of any such arguments." 

(Moffat ) Gregory also states that the similarity with the Hark 

ending is nil. 

Philip the Deacon: "(Cp. W.H. Ramsay, Exp. 5, IX. 407-422, 
Luke the Physician and other S;udies, 

1908, pp. 501-308) is stay conjectured to have written 

(38) Dods, op. cit., p» 225. 

 



the Epistle from the Church of Caesarea (spring of A.C. 
59) after discussions with Faul on topics raised by the 
local readers, to reconcile the Jewish party in the 
Jerusalem Church to Paulinism (Paul added the last 
verse or two). E.Le Hicks (Tne Interpreter, 1909, 
pp. 245 f.), denying the Pauline postscript, argues for 
the same origin, mainly upon the. ground of linguistic 
analogy between Hebrews and Colossians-Ephesians." (40) 

This view has never net with much favor and can 

ba ragarded as a mere conjecture. 

Finally, there have arisen a number of pseudony- 

mous theories which may be added hare also in order to give con- 

Platencss. liona of them has ever been taken seriously by a con= 

sonsus of the chief critics. 

1) An Alexandrian author tries to renold Ephes- 

jans and Colossians - interpolated writing - for Jewish Christ- 

ians. This theory, advanced by Baumgartner and Crusius (On the 

Origin and Internal Character of the Hebrew Epistle, Jena, 1828), 

has, in the Epistie, no shadow of aupport. 

2) Schwegler (Fost-Apostolic Age, II, p. 512) 

and Zeller (Theo. Jahr., 1842, 1) think it is a treatise of 

the j’seudo-Johannean School (form in harmony with such treat- 

ises) togetuer with such personal references as would allow it 

to refer to Faul. 

S) The older view (cp. Schwegler, NZ. 11, 504 f.), 
that Hebrews was written by a Paulinist who wished to 
pass off his work as Pauline, has been revived in a mod- 
ified form by Wrade (so Wendland). He argues that the 
anonymous author, on coming towards the end of his treate 
ise, suddenly determined to throw it into the shape of an 
Epistle written by Paul in prison; hence the allusions 
in 15,22b which are a cento of Pauline phrases (especiseily 

  

(40) Hoffat, loc. cit.
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from Philippians). But, apart from other reasons (ep. 
Knopf in TLZ., 1906, 168 f£.; Burggeller, pp- 111 f£), 
it is difficult to sce why he didn't insert more al- 
lusions in the body of the writing; the bere references 
at the closa are too ambiguous and incidental to serve 
the purpose of putting the Epistle under Paul's aogis. 
Nad a Paulinist desired to create a situation for the 
Epistle in Paul's lifetime (like that, e.g., of 1 Cor. 
16,10, Philemon 22, Ph. 2,19.25 £.) he would have writ- 
ten more simply, 98 Geg., the author of 1 Tin. (1,35)" (41) 

4) "If someones wrote this Letter and falsely 

ascribed it to Paul, he would better have chosen Peter or 

James. The theory that the personal ending was attached to 

make it Pauline was advanced by De Wette (retracted) and Baun- 

gartner, Crosius, Schwegler, Zeller. Baur's theory was that it 

was the first of a series of Lronical Fauline letters which 

sought to unite tha Faulinism with the Jewish Christians, 

that Christienity should cnly be another form of Judaism, 

but that this Judaistic Christianity should be much nore 

spiritual and freer from the formality of the Judaisn. But we 

would expect that the 'lralsarius' personal indications which 

directly refer to the apostle, would have appeared more and 

more prominently. The whole character of the Letter makes 

this impEchaDle @he time (after Panl's death) does not 
(42 

permit it." 

Having now gathered up the loose ends, we can 

go into the next chapter, discussing two othar men who have 

  

(41) Ibid. 
(42) Bleek, Op. Gite, Pe 669.
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boen seriously advanced as the author, namely, Barnabas and 

Apollos. ‘ie hava saved tham until the last beacause these two 

have some good arguments and many good critics supporting them.



CHAPTER III 

Was it Barnabas or Apollos? 

Before tackling the problem of whether or not 

Barnabas or Apollos wrote the Letter, it might perhaps make it 

easier for the reader to evaluste the arguments for and against 

them if we first of all review the qualifications which the 

suthor of the Latter must have. 

Making our deductions from what has already been 

said, we find that the author was: 

1) probably a highly trained Hellenistic Jewish 

Christian ; 

2) a teacher of repute, with speculative gifts 

and literary culture; 

3) someone who has not left any other literature 

to posterity; 

4) a close disciple of Paul's = taught in the 

doctrines and doctrinal language of Paul; 

5) a close friend of Timothy, although this is 

not altogether necessary; 

6) not a personality of Paul's commanding genius; 

7) well-versed in Jewish Christianity as well as 

. in Alexandrianism; 

8) probably a man of the Eastern Church; 

9) a writer who wrote this Epistle after Paul's 
death;
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10) probably one who did not found the church to 

which he was writing this Epistle; 

11) one who would explain the mysterious absence 

of any clue pointing to tho author. 

With this checking chart in view we can proceed 

to discuss the popular theory that Barnabas wrote the Letter in 

question. Advanced already by rextail4an (de _pudicttia, c. 20), 

he has been defended in later years by iieseler, Schnidt, 

Twesten, Ullmann, fhiersch, Conybeare, Howson, Kiggenhbach, 

Herele, iiaier, Grau, Volkmor, Ritschle, Kenan, Kuebel, Salmon, 

Weiss, Gardiner, Ayles, Blass, Walker, Edmundson, Berth, . 

Gregory, Heinrici, Date oan and Edelmann, Camero, H. Schulz, 

de Lagarde, Zahn, Ovenbeck - a list which so impresses one 

that he pauses a good while to carefully examines the evidence. 

What:dvas Tertuilian's Statement tell us? “...what Tertullian 

: says cannot be passed 
(3) 

by without serious examination." ‘Yertullian was one of the 

leaders of tho African Church and a scholar of no mean rapute: 

  

(1) Kendrick states that "Tertullian bases his claim of 
Barnabas on Hebr. 6,4 f.; and 15,15." 

(2) cfr. Bleek, op. cite, p. 675 for names. 
z Worrets log. cit. : "The clains of Barnabas which 

have been advocated, e.g., by Schmidt (Binl. 289 f.), 
Hefole (Apostolic Fathers, pp. XI-XIV), Uilmann (SK., 
1828, 377 f.), wieseler (Chronolorie, 478 f.3; SK, 1866 
pp. 665 £.), tialer, twesten, Grau, Volkmor, Thiersch 
(joint-authorship of Paul), Ritschle (SK., 1866, 89 f.), 
Renan (IV. pp. 210 f.), Kuebel, Salmon (Int., 424 f.), 
B. Weiss, Gardiner, Ayles; Blass, Walker (ht. XV. 142-144), 
Edmundson, Riggenbach, Prat (Theologie da S. Paul 5, 502) 
Barth, Gregory (Canon and Text. of tha Wet, 1905, 225-224), 
Heinricit (Der Litt. Charackter a. nautest. Schriften, 1908 
71-73), Di us and Endemann have the support of an carly 
tradition (Cp. Tertullian de puaiolita, 20: oxstat enin et 
Barnabas titulus ad Hebraqoas.)...
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For some time he had also resided in Rome, so that he was not 

unfamiliar with most of the Western tradition. It is therefore 

necessary to admit that this was no mere guess on his part. 

Although we cannot go as far as Salmon when he states: *..L 

do not see how to avoid the conclusion that at the beginning 

of the third century, the raceived opinion in the Roran and 

African Church was that Barnabas was the Necne: yas, possibly 

we must admit with Lange: “...Still it is undeniable that the 

statement of Turtullian must rest upon a fact existing within a 

certain olveue.t 

How large this circla was we can only guess. Pere 

haps, as Hoffat states, tho tradition reflected "not only the 

North African Church's view or a Montenist's opinion, but some 

Ronan pose tieace Or, perhaps, as Dods declares: "This solution 

cannot be said to have aver been pravalent in tha aarly church." 

One is inclined to ask here why there is no evidence of such a 

theory in other writings of the age? Prof. Bartlet and Nr. Ayles 

have sought for such evidence and have produced references that 

ara too meagre and indefinite to be of much value - yaaa vette: 

(8) 
haer. 89, Jerome, Ep. 129 ad Dardanum, Isidorus, Htymol. 6,2. 
  

(3) Salmon, Ope cite, Ps 425. 

(3) Gais-sonatt it., Pe 4-5 : mgea-Schaff, op. cite, Pe 4-5- 
(6) woffat, loc. oles 
(7) "In the Tractstus Origensis de libris ss. Scripturarun 

(ed. Batiffol, Faris, > pe 10S), as by Thitastrius, 
He. 15,15 is quoted as a word of ‘sanctissimus Barnabes. ‘= 
Moffat, loc. cite — 

(8) Jarome designates this ascrintion of authorship as ‘juxta 
Tertullianua’, apparently implying thet in all his vast 
store of information he had found no one alse holding 
this opinion. Yrigen Imows nothing of such an opinion."= 
Dods, Op. clte; Pe 227.
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"This (proof) would be considerably lengthened if in the stich~ 

ometrical list of the sacred writings of the New Testament in 

the Codex Claramontanus, the Epistle to the Hebrews were actual- 

ly and simply designated es Epistola Barmabae. But in the list, 

this Epistle of Barnabas is separated from the Epistles of Faul 

by the Catholic Epistle, while in the Codex itself the Epistle 

to ths Yehrevs is separated only by this Liat from those of 

“paul, and © separated ‘Myistle of Barnabas’ 4s found also in 

Codex Ri chea 

Soma believe that perhans Tertullian mixed 

this Letter with Barnabas! other letter. This is unlikely be- 

cause of the dissimilarity of style, the gravity of the work 

in which the allusion is made, and because he explicitly quotes 

Hebrews 6, 1-8. : 

"But in language, style, and the whole char- 

acter, tha two letters ara too far apart to be the work of one 

man. But, Sees arguo, it is not certain if Harnabas wrote 

the other letter and therefore he yet might be the writer of 

  

(9) Lange-Schaff, op. cit... pe 4-5. 
wits tradition that Hark, his nephew, intro-=- 

duced tho Gospel into Aloxandria, might be pressed to in-= 
dicate some connection with that center of thought. This, 
howaver, tells also against his authorship, for it is un- 
accountable that Barnabas’ name should have been lost in 
tha church whera his nephew presided. His association with 
the Church at Jerusajiem.speaks in his favor. Dods, op. cit., 

De Bee "On the’ other hand, his relation to the 
original gospel was probably closer than that inmpiied in 
2,3, and the rise of the Pauline tradition is inexplicable 
if Barnabas (or indeed any other nana) had been attached 
to the apistle from the first. His reputed connection with 
the temple (Ace 4,46), the existance of the epistle of 
Barnabas with its similer Judaistic themes, and poerhaps 
the coincidence of Ao. 4,56 (A similiar instance is pointed 
out in the attribution of Ps. 127 to Solomon on the score
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(11) 
the Letter to the Hebrews." 

"If the Letter is Barnabas‘, then it is under- 

stendabie how the "Karnabas-Letter" was accepted anong the 

apostolic Fathurs; it was mistaken for the real “Barnabas-Letter" 

the Latter to the Hebrews. Both treat oj' the ralationship of 

Christisnity to the Old ‘'estament, slthough the "Barnabas-Letter" 

dogs so In a crude anti-Jewish manner, in that it connects the 

history of Israel with a misunderstanding of the literal sense 

of the ‘ieoc 

We may say then, to sum up, that Barnabas has 

a cartain amount of tradition behind him. How strong that tra- 

dition is, only Tartullian can say; we can only guess and remain 

conservative, remenhbering also that no negative evidence is in ? 

axis tonce . 

Was Barnabas a highly trained Hellenistic 

Jewish Christian with speculative gifts and literary culture? 

Was he the learned man ard the gifted linguist that wrote 

Habrews? Vette saya: '~---furthermore Bamabas has no gifts 

for such A aire Bleek adds: "But Barnabas was never the 

eloquent orator aa was aul. (Ape. Oe and ienski chines 

in with: "It is not credible that Barnabas wrote Greek that 
LS 

is finer theh Luke's." 

  

of 127,2: 2 Sam. 12,24f) end He. 13,22, rey quita well 
have led to the guess that he wan tho suthor of this 
anonymous seripture."Hoffat, loc. cit. 

(10) it is our opinion that he did not write the other latter 
essigned to him. 

(11) Bleek, op. cit., p. 675. 
(12) Barth, ope ort cit., p. 116. 
(15) Wette, op. cit., p. 356. 
(14) Bleek, GbsoLt., p. 675. 
(15) Lenski, LoGe cite
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But lined up against these opinions we have 

the voice of Kendrick: "...sand his title, Son of Exhortetion - 

not Son of Consolation - might answer to some feature, both of 

sentiment and style of our Settee Dods states: “...and was 

man of character SST aE Cie was e native of Cyprus 

where good Greek was spoken;" Barth adds: "..ea hallenistic 

Jewish Christian, a student of the apostles, a gifted man who 

had the means for a literary perfection (4,57), a man full of 

faith and spirit, who was used by Paul in Jerusalem and antioch 

(9,273; 11, 22f). The tradition thet attributed to him the author- 

ship has nothing decisive suufneete 

We know that Barnabas was once called Zeus, 

ami the Yew Testament evidence of him intimates a powerful 

orator. Paul is at first subservient to him. He was a man of 

repute, well-known, and esteumed. Fut the whole pistura to- 

getner and one must say that it could possibly he that he has 

the qualifications for writing the Epistle. At least there 

still is no decisive evidence against him. 

was he a close disciple of Faul's? Anyone who 

reuds of vaul's’ first missionary journey will know seat to) 

. close Barnabas was to Paul. “tie belongs to the circle of Paul" 

and as such must have imbibed much of Paul's teachings. He was 

at an advantageous position to learn of the freedom of the New 

Testament and the syubolinu of the Old. It is cartuin thet he 

must have known Timothy, Paul's young disciple, aud tad many 

dealings with hin. 

  

(16) Kendrick, loc. cit. 
(17) Dods, op. oLt., p. 227. 

"As a Levite, darnabas might be snpacially in- 
terested in those priestly aspects of the Gospel, which in
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If one refuses him the euthorship of the 

"Barnabaas-Lettar", "we hove," as Farrar says, "no knowledge of 

this, nor of St. Barnabas! style and natural powers as s writer, 

Sie er his genuine utterances, written or spoken, baing on 

racord." 

Was he walleversed in Jewish Christianity and 

in Alexandrianisu? We are told that Barnabas wan a native of 

Cyrpus and therefore was so near Alexandrianiam that it wouia 

be hard to believe thut he was not influenced by it. Also, 

Bamabas was one of tha oarliest leaders of the Church in 

Palestine and therefora in constant touch with the cewish 

religion. He was so qualified that he could be sent on the 

first ninalonary journey with the comparatively novice Paul. 

Weiss restates this when he Gaye ",. Because 

he caus froma Cyprus he was naar the Alexandrian philosophy and 

would have been infilucnced. Ha wan a student of tha original 

  

our 6pistle are so prominent; as a Cypriote, he might 
have stood in some special reletiona to Alexandria." 
Kendrick, loc. cite 

(18) Barth, loo. cit. 
(19) Dods, Op. Clue, Pe 227-6 

(20) Farrar, Op. cite, p. xii. 
gain, the missionary work of Barnabas has 

bean so overshadowed by that of his companion, Faul, (cfr. 
raverting of order of Barnabas and Paul to Paul and Bam- 
sbas in Acts), that it is natural to us to think of Barn- 
abas as, though a vary good man, not so able a man ss tho 
writer of Habraws must have been. But we have no prooi of 
this. No Luke to record tha work of Barmabas so he was in- 
ferior. Further, it is pointed oul that this Epistle is 
very unlike that which goes by the name of Barnabas. But 
if it be admitted that only one of tne two epistles can he 
tha work of Barnabas, wa have a better right to claim for 
him that which Tertullian ascribes to him, than that which 
almost ali oritics raject as spurions."Salmon, op. cit., 
pe 427. 
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ancient Church and a "Urapostel". He had for many years worked 

with Paul in Antioch and on the first missionary journey without 

giving up his individuality to hin (acts 16,59)." 

Salmon answers the cherge thet he was not a 

Hellenist because he is commonly attached to Jerusalem: 

"But the important auastion is: Was he a Hellen- 
ist or did he reside habitually in Jarusnlam? “he early pert 
of Acts would dispose us to form the latter opinion. It is 
eertein that the carly gained consideration in the Church 
at Jerusalem by the gift of the prica of his estate; but it 
is not stuted that Jerusalem had been his ordinary dwelling 
place. He certainly had a naar relation, Mary, mother of 
hark, resident at caruseiem (Acts 12,12) Col. 4,10). But he 
himself is described as a native of Cyprus, and as keeping 
up his relations vith that islands for it is Cyprus which 
he first visits when sterting on with Paul on a missionary 
journey, ond spain Cyprus to which he turns when suparating 
from Faul and traveling with Merk. When men of Cyprus made 
converts among the Hellonists of Antioch, iarnabas was 
judged by the apostla the most suitable person to take 
chargo of the newly-formed church. How long he had pre- 
viously baen residing at Jarusalem wa cannot tell, but from 
that tine Lorch we never hear of hin as rasident in Jerusae- 
lem again. And it must be remembered that even if it wora 
proved that Barnabas had resided for a long time in Jerusa=- 
lem, it would not follow that he was not a Kelienist, since 
Cc ae from Acts 6 tnat there were Hellenists in Jerusalem." 
22 

fie thon goes on to say: “That Barnabas was 

acquainted with Alexandrian speculetion is a thing which we 

should not hava baen justified in asserting without evidence ; 

but we hava little ground for contradiating good evidence that 

he wase And that Alexandrian philosophy should be taught in the 

schools of Cyprus is in itself probable.” 

Nuch has been written on the subject of the 

temple dascription as it has beon given in the Letter to the 

Hebrews, and in connection with Barnabas tha debating has arisen 

    

(21) Weiss, op. cit., pe Sod. 
(22) Salmon, eo: Site, pe 427.
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anew. The ohjections 60 Barnabas having written tha Letter are 

voiced by Salmon: "Unca more it is seid thet the Levite Barnabas 

would be sure to have « first-hand knowledge ci the tample wor- 

ship, ani would not sveak, as this writer deos, like one who had 

derived his knowledge from hooks; he would have beer familiar with 
(23) ¥ 

Hebrews and would not have used his LxXX as his Bible." Bleek thinks 

"Ha was also ea Levite and therefore would inicw more about the Jew- 
(24) 

ish religioua set-up than we have indicated in our letter." 

Lenski answers: "Streas is isid on the fact that 

Barnabas was a Levite snd was tlw fully acquainted with the entire 

tempie ritual, but only to the tabernacle and to its ritual as 

these are recorded in the Foentatcuch, because he has divine 

Seripture for his material. iiv Levita...was naaded to write this 

letter or to yaad it with perfect undarstanding." 

"Ts is to be udmitted that Hernabas, as a Lev= 
ite of the Levant, with the gifts of edification (...Ac 4,56), 
would suit saverai, characterisitics of the Upiotle. Ag the 
inaccuracies with reyard to tha worship refer not to the 
vewple but to the tabernacla, it is hardly fair to press 
them against the likelinood of his suthorship on the ground 
that te would be well-informed about tha temple culitus at 
Jeruse Lem." (25) 

  

ibia. 
Bleek, Op. cite, pe 67. 

4n Barnabas lsesst sich wohl weniger denken, 
de dex vornandeno Brief des Barnabas zu verschieden in 
ansicht u. Jarstellung von dem HB ist (er spricht eine 
andere Ansicht aus ueber das juedische Seranonialgesetz, 
und verraeth kejneswags dio scnriftstelicriache Geschick- 
Lichkeit und Tiefa des 6). (19-441) Guericke, etc. 

(25) Hoffat, loc. olt. 
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"But the inaccuracies are dua to the later 
Jawish traditions which the author used for his descrip- 
tion of the Levitical cultus. The daily sin-offering of 
the high priest (7,27) is a fusion of their yearly sin- 
offering on tha day of atonement and of tha daily sacri- 
fice which, according to Philo (de Special. Legibus, 

2 7 Pre 5 4 
      
   

  

       

    
           binic fi Dy aitohr 

r die Luther. Theol. und Kirche, 1860, 595 f., cp. 
also Schuerer, e 4; > «), they offered. The 
golden altar of incense (9,4) is placed inside the holy 
of holies, instead of the holy place, by a similar re- 
liance upon later tradition (e.g. Apoc. Hor 6,7), just as 
the author turns the pot of mammon tees @0ld after the pre- 
cedent of tha LXX (Ex. 16,25), which Philo hed already 
followed (De Congressu eruditionis gratia, 25: er cram ree 

ve . tha two passages bring out (a) the dependence 
3¥ the author on the LXX and on rabbinical traditions 
mediated by Josephus (Thus 9,21 echoes tho tradition pre- 
served in Josephus, Ant. iii. 8.6). Dibelius argues that 
iK (ep. 15,38; Zahn, NKZ., 1902, 729-756) could only have 
derived the symbolic trait of the rent veil from Hebrews 
(cp. 6, 19=203 9,8; 10, 19-20), i.6., from his relative 
and teacher, Barnabas (Col. 4, 10), the author. But it is 
not certain that this conception was peculiar to Hebrews) 
and Philo, with (b) his totel indifference to the second 
temple of Judaism." (26) 

Te 

fue 

"As a Levite, the rites of tha Old Testament 
would be all-important to him. Some have seen mistakes in 
the service and the temple descriptions. But if one looks 
closer they become of no consequence, = or that they refer 
to the tabernacle and not to the temple, or that they are 
@eneral passages which we dare not attach to the specific. 
it appears correct to me to hold Barnabas as the writer, 
but it is not sure." (27) 

".eirgumants against Barnabas are based on 
errors in the description of the temple due to a misunder-~ 
standing of the writer's purpose..." (28) 

"Unkenntnis der Kultuseinrichtungen des Tempels 
von Jerusalem, welche man an mehreren Stellen des HB hat 
entdecken wollen, wuerde bei Barnabas nicht mehr und 
nicht weniger verwunderlich sein, als bei Pl. Doch kann 
davon schon darum nicht ernstlich geredet werden; weil der 
VF ueberall nicht von einem zu seiner Zeit bestehenden 
Kultus zu Jerusalem, sondern vom dem in Gesetz vorge- 
schriebenen Kultus der Stifthuette handelt." (29) 
  

ae) Moffat, Loc. cit. Sas 
Gregory, Op. site Pe ° 

(28) Weiss, op. cit., pe 354. Cfr. Also Moll « Cite, Pe 4. 
(29) Zain, Yossote cit. ea
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"Our Epistle connects the Jewish ritual ser- 
vices rather with the Mosaic tabernacle than with the 
temple, which is not, I think, once expressly named in 
the Epistle." (30) 

Some commentators have found an argument 

against Barnabas in the dastination and type of audience the 

Letter seems to demand. They naturally think of the destina- 

tion being the congregation at Gyprus and then they argue thus: 

"In the ancient Church Barnabas was also re- 
garded as the author of this Epistle. Riggenbach, in Zahn's 
commentary, advocates this possibility, and locates the 
readers of Hebrews in Cyprus, where Paul and Barnabas 
began their missionary labors...where also there were 
multitudes of Jews...¥Yet, if these congregations were 
mixed (reader is asked to remember the first convert and 
the fact that Paul was missionary to the Gentiles) as 
they must have been, it would be impossible for Bamabas 
to write a letter to the Jewish membership." (31) 

“But the writer of Hebrews never speaks as 
though he were the founder of tha congregation to which 
he writes; on the contrary, he speaks of their leaders as 
already dead (15,7) and distinguished these from their 
present leaders (15,17). Evan if we accept the view that 
this letter was addressed to Christians living in Cyprus, 
Barnabas could not very well have been the author of 
Hebrews, for Barnabas was the founder of these congrega- 
tions." (52) 

One must admit that the destination of the 

Letter casts a strong doubt on Barnabas. We believe it was 

written to a congregation at Rome. But when did Barnabas have 

contact with this locality? Those who send it to Jarusalem 

have this objection to overcone: 

"..ethe readers have been located in Jerus- 
alem or in Palestine in general. Thus some hope to retain 
either Paul or Barnabes as the author; Delitssch decides 
for Paul. Barnabas, however, rose to real prominence only 
after he left Jerusalem, only in Antioch (Acts 11, 22.25; 

  

(50 
(S1 
(52) 

Kendrick, loc. cit. 

Lenski, 100. Gite 
Ibid.
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11,50; 12,253; 15,11), not in connection with the Jewish 
but with the Gentile missions right in Antioch. It is 
quita impossible to assume that many yoars later Barna- 
bas was again connected with Jerusalem and with the 
Jawish work in Palestine, so that he could have written 
Hebrews to the Jewish Christians in Jerusalem or in 
Palestine. ‘the limited tradition regarding Barnabas is 
too slender to support itself." (52) 

Another difficulty that the proponents of 

Barnabas have to overcoma is the argument that the Letter was 

written by a disciple of the second generation. This would 

leave isamsbas out of the picture since he wrote contenpor= 

aneously with Paul. 

"the Letter to the Hebrews must have been 
written after Paul's death; and we should not expect 
Barnabas to have survived Paul as the active worker; 
for he is not only the older Christian but apparently 
the older man, seeming to be of sone standing (Acts 
9,273 Acts 4,56), when Paul is described as a young 
man (Acts 8, 58). In any case, if Barnabas was the 
Older, he might still have survived Paul who did not 
die of old age but of martyrdom." (35) 

fo sun up the Bamahas theory we can use the 

words of the Popular and Critical Bible inoyclopedia: 

"The view which makes Barnabas the author of 
Hebrews is perhaps the most widely accepted at the pre- 
sent day (Ullman, Wieseler, Volimar, B. Weiss, Keil, 
Salmon, Konan, 4ahn, and Harneck). The reasons that lead 
to this conclusion are, first of all, the ancient tradi- 
tion attastad by Tartullian that Barnabas wrote Hebrews 
(de Pudicitia, 20); then Barnabas was from Cyrpus, and 
thus in close touch with Alexandria. He was also a cone 
panion of Paul, a fact that may explain the Pauline ele- 
ments of the thought, in Hebrews, and a Levite possessing 
an intimate acquaintance with the ceremonial law. All 
these characteristics undoubtedly belong to the author of 
Hebrews also. But it may be asked, could Barnabas have 
Classified himself with the second generation of Christ- 
ian believers? And further, as a Levite, was he not bet- 
ter acquainted with the Hebrews then appears to be the 
author of Hebrews? Finally, an epistle bearing the name 

  

(33) Salmon, op. cit., pe 427.
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of Barnabas is extant. Antiquity admitted this, whether 
correctly or not, it is of no consequenca. Sus having 
adwuitted ong lettar, wiy should 4t hava seruples about 
conceding him also tha kpistZa to tha Hebraws! (34) these 
quastions make tha claim in behalf of Barnabas a diffi- 
cult ona to establish." (35) 

Apollos. 

Zhare ls then no definite proof thet Bame- 

abas was not tho suthor. With now ond then s bit of prossure 

@xarted around the edges, we can squeeze him in to fit into 

the jig-saw of facts. But we come now to a man who, we think, 

has still graster possibilities, Apollos, the pupil of Paul 

and of Priscilla snd Acquila. 

iuther was the first to advocate Apollos and 

he was followed by such critics aa Bleek, Yholuck, Hilgenfeld, 

Lugnejann, ieuns, !fleiderer, slford, Farrar, and Plumptre. 

What do wa Imow about the nant "In Acts 18,24 

Apollos is described as an Alexandrian Jew, a learned men, 

mighty in the Scriptures, who had been instructed in the way 

of the Lori and who spoke and taught with accuracy tha things 

concerning Jesus. Pussing from Ephesus whera he first appears 

in Christian history, to Achaia, ‘he helped them much who be- 

iiaved: through grace and powerfully confuted the Jews and that 

  

(34) “We wey add that if Barnabas was the author of the writ- 
ings which have come dovm to us under his nana, than the 
Epistle to the Hebrews cannot be from his pan, and if it 
is from hin, it ia certainly sn extraordinary ordering 
Of Yrovidenca that the name of this great laader in tho 
Church should bo transmitted to letar ages in connection 
with an slnost worthless forgery, and aimost wholly dis- 
@veread from the work which would have piacad him among 
the noblest instructors of the Uhurch, and in tha very 

(35) eosRe rank of Giblical authors." - Kendrick, 10c. cit. 
e 781.
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publicly, showing from the Scriptures thet Jesus was the Christ. 

Paul also testifies to nis influence as a teacher and probably 

indicates that his special function was that of carrying to ma- 

turity those who had already received the truth. The words: 

‘Paul planted, Apollos watered’ bear this interpratation and 

agree with what is said in Acts of his peculiar work. Fita the 

suthor of the Hebrews snd gives plausibility to the hypothesis. 

Evidently he was a man who moved about (Titus 3,15) and it is 

not improbable that he neucncyneee 

’ As to his origin Lenski confirms: "His first 

appearance, recorded in Acts 18, 24-28, presents him as an 

Alexandrian scholar, a Jow, an grne Nepses trained in 

‘One of the great universities of Alexendria." 

"A born Jew and a Paulinian Christian, most 

likely a Palestinian and probably Apollo of Aes 

"is Apollo..shas the noble distinction of 
being the first to lead Alexandria to Bethlehem." (39) 

4 “Ac. sO ego — sagt Osiander (Epist. ad 
Hebr., dace, Ls ct 2 retri cet. LTilustrata. Tueb. 1685. 

pe - FET - aa autore hulus ep. divinare deberem, tribu- 
erem eam B. Pauli fidelissimo socia, aut Apollo, de quo 
scriptura dicit, quod fuerit Judsaeus (sed ad Christun 
cOnversus) Alexandrinus genere, vir sloquens et potens 
in seripturis, et quod vehementer Judagoa convicerit 
publice." (40) 

There is, then, no existing doubt that Apol- 

los was a Jew, preferably an extra-Falestrinian Jew, who has 

been trained in Alexandria and was therefore acquainted with 

the Philonian philosophy. 

  

(36) Dods, op. cite, pe 229-250. 
(37) Lenski, Oc. Git. 

(38) Reuss, Op. Gite, pe 140. 
(39) Hug, loc. cit. 
(40) Guericke, Op. cite, p. 457. 

i
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Acts puts him in close connection with Paul, 

thus fulfilling another requisite of the suthor. 

"We next note Apollos’ connection with Paul 
and Paul's work. In Corinth he strongly sids the congrega- 
tion eatablished by Paul. tia next seo him with Paul in 
Ephesus. The Corinthians wanted Apollos back in their 
midst, so did Paul hiaself. Apollos agrees to go at a 
somewhat later date (1 Cor. 16,12). Timothy was already 
on his way to Corinth (1 Cor. 16,10). Ws note that Apol- 
los continues to support Paul's work, and here already 
Apollos and Timothy are found in connection with this 
work. ‘this agrees with Hebrews 15,25 where Apollos waits 
for Timothy so that the two can go to Home together. 

"As late os Titus 5,13 we meat Apollos in 
connection with the work of Paul. The apostle writes from 
Macedonia. Ha expects to winter in Nicopolis (Titus 3,12), 
sO as te go to Spain as early as possible the following 
spring (in 64). lia is sending Apollos and Zengas on a 
mission which takes them through Crete and asks Titus 
to help expediate them on their way. Thus all the data 
wa possess regarding Apollos connect him with Paul and 
do so for years." (41) 

"He is not a true student of Paul's but 
worked along side of him and, as it appears, with a pref- 
erence towards the Jews." (42) 

l'yom what Seriptures says of him thera also 

can be no doubt as to his literary and oratorical abilities. 

Paul gave the milk of the Word, the fundamentals; Apollos gave 

the meat. "Paul laid the fourdation; the author of Hebrews 

built on it, not with wood or hay or stubble, but with gold, 

silver, precious stones. Should it have been Apollos to whom 

we owe this Epistle ,_then would that saying be true: faul 
(43 

Planted, Apollos watered." 

  

tan) Lenski, loc. Gite 
42) Hug, ODe GlGbe, pe 28. 

(43) Moffat, Ioc. cit. Quoted from Kesch, Palilinisnus, 
p. 506, Gcnoing the remarks of Luther and Fynda le.



"ilg was a person of elegant culture and 
trainal in the arts of rhetoris for tha Kpistle is full 
of flne rhetorical points. Ha was apparantly acquainted 
with the writings of the Alexandrian Fhilo (though un- 
tincturod by Philo's allegorizing and mystical tenden~ 
Gles); for the verbal coincidences ara too numerous and 
striking to be the result of an accident. He was, there= 
fore, in ail probability, one of those who had receivad 
the Gospel at first hand. He differed widely from Paul in 
his mode of presenting the Gospal; was a far nore finish- 
ea writer and commanded a more cloquent style, and yet is 
actuated by the sang spirit, and is in all fundamental 
points in full harmony with hin. He was profoundly versed 
in the Old Testament and had that power of fathoning and 
drawing out its hidden meanings which would enable hin 
with graater powor to convince the Jews from thea 01d Teste . 
anent Soriptures that Jesus is the Christ, ‘as witness his 
traatment of Pa. 8, 5@73 of Pa. 109243 59:40, and of the 
Lord's helchisedecian priesthood. All these requirements 
to the authorsnip of this Fpistle are fulfilled in Apollos 
and we could scarcely find them more sufficiently swamed 
up than in the words of Acts 18: 24-265: ‘Apollos, a Jew 
from Alexandria, an eloquent (or lettered) wan, mighty in 
the Scriptures, with great power convincing tha Jews from 
the Old Yestanent that Jesus is the Christ.’ Add to this 
his further tralning by Aquile and Priscilla, disciples 
of Paul, his companionship with the apostle himself, and 
the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, and I doubt if we have 
much farther to seek for the man through whom the Spirit 
enriched the Church with this precious book of sacred 
truth." (44) 

"Te Biblical learning of Apollos, his 
Alexandrian training, his ralation to aul and the Pauline 
Circle (Heb. 15,19--1 Gor. 16,10-12), sre all adduced as 
arguments why this teamer might have written Hebrews." (45) 

“Iebrews shows the fina Greek acholar, mighty 
in the Old Testament Scriptures, just as in Corinth sup- 
porting the work of Faul, just 9s in Corinth mighty to 
convince Jewish minds ‘that Jesus is the Christ.' If wa 
should make an Inventory of the qualifications of the 
writer of Hebrews and did not have Acts 18, 24-28, our 
inventory would carry the features which Luka records 
about Apollos." (46) 

. "Hera are characteristics which appear also 
in the author of Hebrews: i.e., first of all, independence, 
talant in disputation, precision in thovght, fervor, gift 
of graceful and persuasive use of language, knowledge of 
Scriptura." (47) . 

  

(44) Kendrick, loc. cit. 
(45) Moffat, loo. cite 
(46) Lenski, Toc. cit. 
(47) The Popular and Critical Bible Enoyolopedia, loc. cit.  
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thus far we heva saen how perfectly Apollos 

would fit tha demands oF the suthor. But now we come to one of 

several. obstacles in tha way, tho sama obstacle thet tha Sarn- 

abas theory stumbled on: namely, the destination of the Letter. 

If this Lettar was written to Rone, then we 

must hava some connection between spolios and Kone, some con- 

nection batween Apollos and a congregation founded by Paul. 

"eeeIn Heb. 13,19 and 24 a previous connection of the writer 

of Hebraws with his rcadexs is implicd. The writer has been in 

Rome, his readers know hin well, he is able to deal with then 

as he deals in his Letter. What we lack in regard to Apollos is 

a direct statement in tho New Yestament that he has bean with 

Paul in Rome. Did Apollos rejoin Paul at Nicopolis and with Paul 

&°0 to Rome, when aul advanced to alenne™ 

We feel thst wa cannot go as far as sone critics 

such as lenski when he writes: “fhe evidence we possess fully 

warrants the conclusion that Apollos wrote Hebraws to a body of 

Jewish-Christians ot Kone after the martyrdom of Paul and before 

the destruction of Jerusalem, betwaen the year 67 Oe 

Schuetze also nhoids aeesceiaee 

If the rander holds the opinion that the Let- 

ter was not written to Roma but to Palastine, then thia diffi-e 

culty is swept aside since Apollos did travel about in Jerusalem, 

Palestine, and over much of Asia Minor and Greece. 

  

(48) Los. cit. 
(49) Toid. 
(50) Hoffat, loo. cit. 
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Hecuuse OF this tendency to travel, one might 

also have his critical apirit calmed by the resulting possibil-~- 

ity that Apollos did go to Kone at some time or other. It is 

not in line with such an educated personality not to visit such 

an important place in history and culture as Kone. We, thers= 

fore, admit that here wa lack positive evidence for Apollos but 

we also deny the opposition the right to forbid the possibility 

Of Apollos having reached lome.: 

an interesting theory is brought up by Sloste 

@rmann when he conjecturus esis to have been the 

Original heading und supposes the Letter to have buen written 

by Apoilos to the Jewish Christian community oePh ee Such a 

theory also is not altogether inpossible. 

Was Apollos a young enough man to have writ- 

ten the Letter after Paul's death? Were again we have no direct 

avidence one way or the other. Kut from the enthusiasm of the 

Man ag portrayed in the New Testamant account, we have a feel- 

ing that he wos a younger man. Since Paul died by unnatural 

causos, thera is a strong likelihood that Apollos outlived him 

by a good many years. 

But thera is a problen which is s bit harder 

to solve than these tro and which perplexes us no end. Why is 

thare no mention of Apollos hefore Luther raised his name? Here 

the critics have been bulkad at every turn. Apollos fits the 

scheme of things well but ha has no foundation of tradition be- 

hind him and therefore floats in the middle of the ages suspend- 

ad on the thresds of mere theory. 

  

(51) cfr. Moffat, loc. cit.
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Luthor atated: "Diaser Apollos ist ein hoch- 

Saha a Harm gewest, die Lpistel Hebrasorun ist frielich 

sein." Ye can agrea with Zahn when he avers: "Luther's hypoth- 

esis hes a twofold advantage over all others: 1) among the 

teachers of the apostolic tines, so far ss we are able to form 

a conception of them, ithe xe is no one whom Our Juprassion of 

the author of Hebrews rats better than Apollos; 2) in the 1ite 

tle wa knovy of! his HAs LOX thera is nothing directly opposed 
(55) 

to the hypot} josis." 

Kenstniok ean conclude the discussion of Apol- 

los with tha worda: time grounds for a certain conclusion are 

ae wanting, nut all the evidence tends in this direc- 

tion." | 

if the render is altogether conservative and 

hesitates at socepting/ dur theory of Apollos and would rather 

leave the anawer to tie question in abeyanea, then lioffat's 

conclusion might mage t/ wath his approval: "In the absence of 

better evidences wa miat reaiyn oursalves to the fact that the 

author cennot he Laghtt fied with any figure already known te 

- us from tradition. He was probably a highly trairead Helienistic 

Jewish Christian, al teacher of repute, with speculative gifts 

and literary oultwte; but co us he is s voice and no mora. He 

left great prose to some Little clan of early Christisns, but 

who he was and who| they were, it is not possible, with such 

materials as are at our disposal, to determine. No conjecture 

rises above the level of plausibility." 

  

(52) As quoted by Lenski from Erlangen Edition, 18, 38. 
(53) Lenski, loc. cit. 
(54) Kendrick, loc. cit.   
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